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EDITORIAL

BASICS? WHICH BASICS?

There is a widespread feeling of
unease about the direction Brit-
ish society is taking. An inexo-

rable rise in the crime rate, a terrifying
growth in violence, radically new atti-
tudes to the Welfare State -these are
just a few examples of the sources of
the  unease.  The  issues  of crime  and
violence are addressed at some length
in  this  issue  of MANNA.  The  space
reflects the anxiety. Government calls
for a return to basics but many accuse
the  Government  of exacerbating  the
present state of affairs.

It  is  abundantly  clear  that  neither
rorczfe,  defined  as the  Five  Books  of
Moses, nor rorczfe defined as the total-
ity of Jewish teaching, mandates a Jew
to  espouse  a  particular  political  sys-
tern  or  vote  for  a  particular  party.
Faithful Jews have been both capital-
ists  and   socialists.   Jews   have  both
embraced  the  market  economy  and
recoiled  from  it.  The   rorczfe,  in  both
senses,  clearly  commands  us  to  re-
spect  human  rights  and  support  the
rule of law but it doe.s not provide us
with  a  blueprint  enabling  us to  pass
judgement  on  whose  hands  hold the
National   Health   Service   most   se-
curely.

But  there  are  basic  Jewish  values
which  can  guide  us.  To  choose  ten
would be both arbitrary and hallowed
by tradition.

1. The family. Judaism is not wed-
ded to a particular model of the family
and  Judaism  has  been  transmitted
through  tribe,  polygamy  and the  ex-
tended family, as well as the contem-
porary  `nuclear'  structure.  Nor  have
all Jews always formed part ofa model
family.   But  family  has  been  at  the
heart of Jewish society with men and
women  caring  for  their  young  and
transmitting  basic  values.  To  neglect
family  is  to  neglect  the  moral   and
emotional bedrock of any community.

2.  The home.  Judaism has always
recognised that the  family  is  not  se-
cure unless it has a home to shelter it
and  in  which to  put down  roots.  We
sanctify    the    institution    with    a
fflezzizczfe  and,  at Swkko/,  recognise  its
importance  even  in  our  wanderings.
To be homeless is to suffer utter dep-

rivation.   A  society  which  tolerates
homelessness tolerates the sin of dis-
possession.

3. Education. The primacy of edu-
cation in Jewish life is too well known
to  require  elaboration.  What  should
be added is that the education we have
valued has  always  included  religious
and moral education and we have en-
shrined in the sA 'mcz the parental duty
to teach  in the home.  To  receive  less
than the best education is to be disad-
vantaged. To provide less than the best
education possible is to shortchange.

4.  Care for the weaker members
of society.  The  motif of concern  for
the widow, the orphan and the stranger
is woven into rorczfe. A society which
fails  to  care  for  the  vulnerable  is  a
flawed society.  Since Mishnaic times
the  imperative  to  save  life  has  over-
ridden  even  the  sanctity  of the  Sab-
bath.  A  society  which  neglects  the
sick  is  callous.

5.  Access to law. Every individual
has  rights  and  there  are  times  when
those  rights  can  only  be  vindicated
through  the  courts.   A   legal   system
which  does  not  give  equal  access  to
rich and poor alike characterises a so-
ciety  in  which the  rule  of law  is  not
properly founded.

6. Honesty and integrity. The ro-
ntzfe   is  characterised  not  so  much  by
magnificent sonorities as by sober de-
tails:  maintaining honest weights and
measures, being straight in expressing
one's feelings, dealing in truth. Every
individual  contributes  to  the  climate
with  small  acts  of  honesty  and  the
preservation  of personal  integrity.  A
society  which  neglects  honesty  and
integrity and sets ends above means is
corrupt-

7.   Respect  for  the  individual.
Whether  it  be  one's  neighbour  and
fellow  citizen  or  whether  it  be  the
stranger, the Book of Leviticus is un-
equivocal  that  we  share  a  common
humanity -he or she is kamocfea, like
you, like us.  Such common humanity
commands absolute respect. A society
which does not respect its minorities -
and does not provide space for them -
is selfish and intolerant.

8.  Work. Judah  HaNasi, the  com-

piler  of the   A4;.sfe#cr  and  one  of the
towering figures of Rabbinic Judaism,
understands the phrase  `you have six
days  to  labour'   as  a  separate  com-
mandment. Work is of the utmost im-
portance since it bestows dignity and
worth  and  allows  the  individual  the
self respect of independence.  A  soci-
ety which does not offer people mean-
ingful   work  fails  to  give  them  that
stake in society which is our most fun-
damental right.

9.  Just.ice.  Judaism  has  never  en-
visaged  a  society  in  which  all  things
are shared equally.  It has always rec-
ognised that some will have more and
some  less.  But  it  has  always  sensed
boundaries, points beyond which the
extremes  of wealth  and  poverty  be-
come an obscenity and a scandal. Part
of the checks and balances is the right
of the  disadvantaged  to  receive  and
the duty of the fortunate to give. Jus-
tice  demands  a  vindication  of those
rights,  the  enforcement  of that  duty
and rigorous action to prevent the dis-
parities from becoming scandalous.

10.   Compassion.  If God  were  to
apply  criteria of strict justice to each
of us,  we  would  all  be  condemned.
That  our  existence  can  be  sustained
depends entirely  upon taking a com-
passionate view of our actions.  If we
cannot  survive  without  divine  com-
passion, then our fellow citizens can-
not  survive  without  our compassion.
Of.  course,  there  are  charlatans  and
scroungers  but   compassion,   a`long
with justice,  is  the  litmus test  of the
worth of any society.

These are amongst the basics of the
Jewish  value  system.  They  are  more
than   slogans  or  pious  hopes.  Each
individual   is  expected  to  exemplify
them  in  his  or  her  life.  Each  is  ex-

pected to make sacrifices, particularly
financial   sacrifices,   to   ensure  that
community, locality and society have
the  resources  to  match  belief  with
deed.  Government  exists to  promote
these  values  on  a  national  scale.  Its
success or failure  in these vital  areas
provides  the  criterion  by  which  we
should        judge         those         who
represent usl
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HOWTO
BREAK THE CRIME WAVE

Eacli year, the Manor House Society holds a High Holyday debate on an issue of Jewish and national concern. In 1993 the
High Holyday debate was elititled "Crime, the  Family and Social Decline''.

The sub-text Of the poster read as follows:
``Durin_g the past year, scarcely a day has passed without news of terrifying occurrences in the society in wh.ich we live -

children ?I te_I ?r eleven accused Of murder, young husbands killed by former mental patients, a woman dragged from her car
at the traffiic lights on East End Road, Finchley, in broad daylight and raped.  Is society disintegrating into ldrwiles:I.ess?  What ls

going on in the family that children rob and assault bofore they are even in their teens?"
T.he_f tour. speaker:,_crjm_ipglogist _Professor  Robert Reiner, Deputy  Metropolitan  Police Colnmissioner John Smith, Judge

Va.Ierie Pear.I.n!a_n end.Rabbi_Henry Goldstein recast their open.ing remarks for publication in MANNA. These texts, thougl;not
always explicitly Jewish, reflect underlying concerns for a just society and for the ilitegrity Of the family in wh.lch basic -values

can  be transmitted.

"The  Whole  City,   My  Lord,   is

alarm'd and uneasy. Wickedness has
got  such  a  Head,  and  the  Robbers
and Insolence Of the Night are such
that  the  citizens  are  no  longer  se-
cure within their own  Walls or sofe
even in passing fheir Streets, but are
robbed,  insulled,  and  abused,  even
at their own Doors...The ci[izens are
oppressed by  Rapin  and  Violence."

S0 WROTE DANIEL DEFOE IN
a pamphlet addressed to the Lord
Mayor of London  in  ]730 -.4#

Eff;ectual  Scheme  for  the  Immediate
Prevention  of  Street  Robberies  and
Suppressing  Of all  other  Disorders  of
ffee  M.gfe/,  London:   1730.  No  wonder
he found the ideas of Robinson Crusoe
and  a  desert  island  attractive!   Later
that century another pioneering novel-
ist  and  a  Chief  Magistrate   at   Bow
Street,  Henry  Fielding,  wrote  of Lon-
don as "a vast wood or forest, in which
a thief may harbour with as great secu-
rity as wild beasts do in the deserts of
Arabia  or Africa," -  A#  E#g#z.ry /#/o
the Causes Of the Late Increase in Rob-
bers,   London:  1751.  Another  contem-
porary  author,  Horace  Walpole,  con-
cluded  in  1752  that  "one  is  forced  to
travel,  even  at  noon,  as  if  one  were
going to battle."

There  is  a  perennial  tendency  for
respectable   middle-aged  people   in
every  generation  to  fear the  changing
mores of the  young and to  lament the
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SOCIETY
Robert Reiner

decline in standards of behaviour since
their  own  youth.  This  gives  rise  to
regular outbreaks of moral panic about
the sins of youth as harbingers of gen-
eral   decline.   Such  moral  panic  often
tells  us  more  about  the  psychological
consequences  of senescence  than  the
trends and patterns of crime and devi-
ance they  purport to  describe.  As  one
ageing ro£/G famously remarked, it was
not as he got older that he gave up sin
but that sin gave him  up.

It  is  wise  to  be  sceptical  about  the
significance  of particular dramatic  in-
cidents or popular perceptions as valid
indicators of the moral  state of the na-
tion. Nonetheless, there can be no seri-
ous doubt about the depth of the crisis
of law  and  order which  we  now  con-
front.   It   is   important,   however,   to
clarify  its  particular  components  and
the precise trends which are occurring.

Overall  there  has  been  a  huge  in-
crease in recorded crime since the mid-
1950s,  pretty  well  continuously  with-
out  any  sustained  periods  of decline.
We have got used to thinking of crime,
like  the  weather  and  pop  music,  as

something that is always getting worse.
It  is  worth  noting  that  this  is  not  the
case.  In  the  second  half of the  nine-
teenth century levels of recorded crime
began  a long sustained decline till  the
eve of the First World War. The puzzle
which  turn-of-the-twentieth-century
criminologists  pondered  was  how  to
explain  the  conquest  of crime,  rather
than how to conquer it,  as we  wonder
at  the  present  ¢#  de  sz.Gc/e.  Between
the wars crime levels remained roughly
stationary,   although  there  were,   of
course,  year  by  year  fluctuations.  But
there was no clear direction  in the  sta-
tistics  until  the  apparently  inexorable
rise which began around  1955.

Although recorded crime levels have
increased dramatically since  1955, it is
important to  stress  that  they  have  not
done  so  at  a  constant  rate.  Over  the
period as a whole the rise appears stag-
gering:   from  approximately  500,000
crimes recorded in  1950 to 5.4 million
in   1992  -from  about  one  crime  per
loo  population  to   10.6  per   loo.  The
increase is very much greater since the
late   1970s  than  in  the  twenty  years
before  that,  although  the  earlier  in-
crease  already  caused  much   alarm.
During the  1980s the level of recorded
crime  doubled.

Criminologists   have   long   been
aware of the many pitfalls of the offi-
cial  crime  statistics.  This  is  a  theme
which has recently been embraced with
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enthusiasm by Home Office civil serv-
ants  eager  to  minimise  the  extent  to
which the govemment's law and order
policies  appear  to  have  failed.   We
know  from  the  regular  national  vic-
timisation  surveys  which  the  Home
Office has conducted during the  1980s
- the  British Crime Surveys - that the
level  of crime  suffered  by  victims  is
much  greater  than  that  shown  in  the
routinely  recorded  statistics  compiled
by  the  police.  According  to  the   1992
BCS,  for example, there were over  15
million crimes  against  individuals and
their property, compared to the 5.4 mil-
lion recorded by the police.

At  first  sight  this  might  seem  to
make  the  problem  much  worse.  But
those who wish to play down the issue
of crime have emphasised the discrep-
ancy between officially recorded crime
rates and victimisation revealed by sur-
veys, arguing that much - if not most -
of the  apparent  increase  in  crime  is  a
product  of  the  manner  in  which  the
figures  are  recorded.  It  is  clear  that
many  crimes  are  not  reported  to  the
police by victims, and many which are
reported  are  not  recorded  by  the  po-
lice. What the statistical  sceptics argue
is that the apparent increase in crime is
largely the result of more crimes being
reported and more being recorded, not
an   underlying  increase   in   victimisa-
tion.

This  scepticism  was  reinforced  by
the  victimisation  statistics  which  ex-
isted  in  the   1970s.   Before  the  BCS
began in  1981  the only regular victimi-
sation  data  came  from  the  General
Household  Survey's  data  on burglary,
which  started  in   1972.  This  showed
that  most  of the  huge  increase  in  re-
corded burglaries during the 1970s was
indeed  a  recording  phenomenon.  Be-
tween   1972  and   1983   recorded  bur-

glary increased 1000/o but the GHS vic-
timisation  statistics  went  up  by  only
20%.  During  the  1970s  a  huge  rise  in
the proportion of burglary victims who
reported  the  oifences  swelled  the  re-
corded  figures.  This  was  the  product
mainly  of the  spread of household in-
surance and increasing telephone own-
ership. However this trend had reached
saturation point by the  early  1980s,  as
the   BCS  has  shown.  The   100%  in-
crease  in  recorded  crime  in  the  80s
corresponds to a huge increase in  vic-
timisation. Overall, crimes reported by
victims  to  the  BCS  researchers  went
up by "only"  50%.  However, this dis-
crepancy between  recorded  crime  and
victim   statistics   increased   100%  but
the  BCS  found  only  a  1°/o  rise  in  vic-
timisation. However for the most com-
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mon  serious  crimes  -  burglary,  car
theft and other acquisitive crimes - the
rate of increase in victimisation corre-
sponds  almost  exactly to the  recorded
figures.  Both  doubled in the  1980s.  In
short, there can be no doubt that there
has been  an  enormous  increase  in  the
1980s in the major crimes which occur
against  the  property  of individuals,  a
doubling  in  a  decade.  These  are,  of
course, by far the most common types
of recorded  crime:  about  95%  of  all
recorded crimes are property offences
like burglary, car theft, theft from cars
and  the  like,  and  the  same  pattern  is
found in  victim surveys.

With  regard  to  crimes  of violence
the  picture  is  less  clear.  Whereas  the
recorded  rate  of  violent  crimes  also
nearly  doubled in  the  l980s,  the  BCS
shows  a  slower,   although   still   quite
substantial  rise:  21%.  It  is  in  the  area
of violent  crime  that  the  BCS  figures
are   most  unreliable   because   of  a
number  of  methodological  problems.
The  most  serious  is  that  a  very  high
proportion  of serious  violent  crime  is
domestic,  and the BCS  is a household
survey taking place in the home of the
interviewee.  This  means  that  victims
of domestic assault  are  interviewed  in
the  presence  or  potential  presence  of
the perpetrator, which is likely to pro-
duce serious under-reporting. The offi-
cial  figures  themselves  are  problem-
atic  as  a  number of social  and  policy
changes  are  likely  to  have  led  to  in-
creased reporting, for example the im-
proved treatment by the police  of vic-
tims   of  rape   and  domestic   assault.
Nonetheless  it   is   clear  that   violent
crime has  increased  very  significantly
indeed  in  the   1980s.  Even  if  we  are
sceptical  about  the   100%  increase  in
recorded  violence,  the  BCS  figures  -
which are likely to be a gross underes-
timate  -  show  an  increase  of about  a
quarter in  violent crime.

So  there   can  be   little   doubt  that
crime is indeed shooting up. There has
been  a  considerable  increase  since the
1950s,  an  especially  big rise  since the
late  1970s,  and  a  spectacular  increase
in the 90s.

Crime  is  not  an  equal  opportunity

predator.  The  chance  of  becoming  a
victim depends on where you live, how
you  live,  who  you  are  and  who  you
know.  There  are  dramatic  differences
in  different  parts  of the  country,  with
sharp contrasts at the extreme between
inner  city  and  rural  areas.  Worse  for
property  crime  are  gentrified  middle
class enclaves in inner city areas which
combine  the  maximum  of temptation
and the maximum of opportunity. With

regard to violent crime,  there are two
common  types:  fights  between  young
men   and  domestic   assaults  against
women. Overall the most common vic-
tim  of violence  is  a  young  man  who
goes out frequently and drinks heavily.
Next most common is a woman victim
of  the  man  with  whom   she  is  in  a
relationship.  Most  victims  of violence
suffer at the hands of those they know,
often  their  nearest  and  supposedly
dearest.  Relatively few are  committed
by  strangers.  For  example,  only  14%
of women homicide victims -but 30%
of  men  -  were  killed  by  strangers.
Whilst  attack  by  a  stranger  remains
rare  compared  to  assault  by  someone
known to the victim, this type of crime
-  the  bedrock  anxiety  of this  debate
and  much  media  reporting  -  has  un-
doubtedly  increased  in the  last  couple
of decades.

Who   commits   crime?   This   is   a
murky  area.  We  know  who  goes  to
prison.   Essentially  the  young,   male,
poorly  educated,   and  disproportion-
ately  the  black,    4wwpe#pro/efczrz.czf.
But  whether  this  gives  much  indica-
tion of the characteristics of all  crimi-
nals  is  called into  question  by  what  is
known  as  the  "attrition  rate".   Most
crimes are never detected. Only 20/o of
crimes reported to the BCS by victims
ever  result   in   a   conviction.   Only  a
slightly higher proportion  lead to  any
sort  of identification  of the  offender.
And we  are  leaving out  of the picture
the  huge  mass  of white  collar  crime,
hardly any of which comes to light. So
we do not know much at all about who
criminals  are,  apart  from  the  tiny  mi-
nority who are caught.

Why  has  crime  increased  so  spec-
tacular]y,  and what can be done about
it?  Debate has been polarised between
right-wing  explanations  blaming  per-
missiveness,  left-wing analyses  stress-
ing  social  conditions  and  the   Home
Office civil  servants'  emphasis on  ris-
ing criminal opportunities. These posi-
tions  all  contain  some  germ  of truth,
but  only  if integrated into a more bal-
anced and  comprehensive  synthesis.

For  a  crime  to  occur,  four  ingredi-
ents are necessary:  motive,  means, op-

portunity  and  lack  of  control.  There
must be a motivated offender with the
means to commit the crime, the oppor-
tunity  presented  by  a  vulnerable  vic-
tim  and  the  offence  must  not  be  pre-
vented  by  either  external   controls  -
police,  security  etc.  -  or  intemalised
controls  (i.e.   conscience)  -  what  the
psychologist,  Hans  Eysenck  calls  the"inner  policeman".

Continued on nexl  page
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The explanation of the crime trends
since the war is a complex  interweav-
ing  of elements.  Social  changes  have
worked  differently  at  various  periods
on all these ingredients. The initial rise
from  the  1950s  to  the  1970s  was  pri-
marily a product of more criminal tar-
gets in an increasingly affluent society
- more cars, TVs, videos and the other
stock-in-trade of thieves. But there was
also  a gradual  cultural  erosion  of clef-
erence and automatic acceptance of au-
thority,  undermining the  effectiveness
of  intemal  and  external  "police".  In-
formal  and  formal  social  controls  be-
came progressively  less effective.

However,  the  dramatic  increase  in
the   80s   corresponds   closely  to  the
adoption   of  free-market   economic
strategies,  not  only  here  but  in  many
other  countries,  most  evidently  East-
ern  Europe,  which  has  also  experi-
enced  a  massive  rise  in  crime.  These
policies  have   increased  poverty,  in-
equality, and long-term unemployment
especially  amongst  young  people.  An
economically generated underclass has
formed,  which seems permanently cut
off  from   legitimate   opportunities.
Many research studies have confirmed
the  relationship  between  relative  dep-
rivation   of  this  kind  and  property
crime,   including  work  done  by  the
Home Offlce itself.

What  can  be  done?  Deterrence  is
known  not to be a feasible option, ex-
cept for gaining applause at Conserva-
tive  Party  Conferences.  Research  has
demonstrated that even large increases
in police numbers, resources or powers
will  not  make  much  difference  to  the
probability  of being  caught  and  short
of permanent and universal  saturation,
policing  will   not  prevent   offending.
Target-hardening   crime  prevention
tactics  may  work  in  a  localised  way,
but  this  is  a   "burgle-my-neighbour"
approach,  rather than  a  policy  for re-
ducing over-all  crime rates.

Ultimately  the  only  solutions  that
offer  any  substantial   hope  must  ad-
dress the  social  sources of crime.  It is
hard to see, however, what impact gov-
ernment policy could have on the cul-
tural level. The decline of deference is
only tangentially related to any actions
government  can  take,  and  is  anyway
intimately bound up with desirable so-
cial changes, greater personal freedoms
and  an   erosion  of  social   hierarchies
which few would wish to see reversed.
The common image of crime as a dis-
ease which the right cures could pain-
lessly eradicate is misleading. Crime is
more  like  a  virus,   often  lurking  in
healthy, not pathological, social tissue.
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It  is  largely  an  unintended,  undesired
aspect  of  material  progress  and  en-
hanced  liberty.

What  should  be  done  is  to  work  at
the social and economic policy level to
reverse  the  divisive  consequences  of
free  market  economics.  This  is  obvi-
ously  a  politically  contentious  point.
But it must be recognised that there is
no  such thing  as  a  free  lunch,  to bor-
row the  free  marketeers  central  apho-
rism. The price tag for the free market
approaches which dominated the 1980s
is spiralling crime, with the beneficiar-
ies of the policy being forced to live in
a fortress  society.  There  is  an  alterna-
tive,  but  only  if The  Lady's  policies,
which  dominated  the  last  decade,  are
at last for tuning.
F`ohertRofmer is Prof essor o.i.Criminology in the
Law  Department  Of the  London  School  Of Eco-
nomics  and  the  author  Of  a  number  o.i  books
j.#c/wd;.#g The Oxford Handbook of Criminol-
ogy.

VICTIMS
John Smith

IN  ONE  SENSE  POLICING   IS
very  much  about  dealing  with  the
symptoms of crime - we have been

called  the  "social  agency  of  last  re-
sort". We are always there to "pick up
the pieces", 24 hours a day.  While our
wide and varied role sometimes places
an  incredible  pressure  on   delivering
that policing  service,  I  am  proud that,
irrespective of occasional  and vocifer-
ous  criticism  in  the  media,  most  peo-
ple,  when  they  need help,   do  pick  up
the phone to call  us.

This  is  at the  heart  of our relation-
ship with the British public. The police
service   is  based  upon  policing  with
public  support.   We  cannot  fulfil   our
role  without  public  help.  We  aim  to

provide a  service  which takes account
of local  needs and priorities and is cost
effective  for  the  tax  payers.  That  is
why,  for  example,  in  the  current  de-
bate  on  reform  of the  police,  we have
emphasised the need to ensure that fu-
ture  police  authorities  retain  a  signifi-
cant element of ]ocal]y  elected people.
We police in a modern democracy, we
are here for the people, not as a tool of
the  state.

The subject of the causation of crime
opens  up  an  immense  debate  where
others  may  be  more  qualified  to  pro-
vide an academic opinion.  I speak as a

police  practitioner  dealing  very  much
with  the  symptoms  of crime.  Inevita-
bly over the years I have formed opin-
ions on the causes.

Firstly,  I think it is important to ac-
knowledge that the term "crime" is an
"umbrella",  -ranging  from ® personal

assault,  stealing from cars, through to
complex  fraud.  Clearly there must be
many different causes,  differing moti-
vation  and  differing  opportunities  to
commit different offences.

Then there  is the impact of the me-
dia on our perception. While the media
may  be  of inestimable  value  in  high-
lighting  a  case  and  appealing  for  wit-
nesses,  nevertheless  the  daily  report-
ing  of  incidents   certainly   serves  to
heighten  a  general  fear  of crime.  All
too often good news is not reported.

It  would  be  more  helpful  if stories
relating to someone's misfortune could
be accompanied by a crime prevention
message  listing  the  causes  of  crime
and ways to avoid becoming a victim.

The  fact  that  violent  and  more  ex-
ceptional  crimes  are  widely,  speedily
publicised  remains  a  dilemma:   both
helpful  to  detect  the  perpetrator  and
potentially  harmful  in  raising  anxiety
and  fear,  often  among  those  who  are
vulnerable  in  some  way.  It  remains  a
difficult  issue.

Among factors giving rise to crime,
those of environment are recognised as
particularly  influential.  Many  people,
including  senior  police  officers,  have
seen  a  direct  link  between  the  causes
of crime and social and economic  cir-
cumstances.  It  is  of course  attractive,
not  least  to police  officers,  because  it
shows how inappropriate it is to blame
rising crime on the inadequacies of the
police force, as was said in an article in
7lfee Gwardz.a# earlier this year. "It is as
silly to blame the police for the rise in
crime  as  to blame  doctors  for the  rise
in  disease".   It  does  seem  to  me  that
unemployment,   unsatisfactory   living
conditions  and  poor  education  have  a
significant  link  with  crime.

Equally,  history  has  shown  us  that
there have been times when large num-
bers  of people  in  this  country  experi-
enced acute poverty, yet there was ap-
parently very little crime. Today there
are people  living  in  very  modest  con-
ditions,  unemployed,  who  clearly  do
not  resort  to  crime.  The  economist,
Simon  Field,  has  convincingly  shown
a relationship between property  crime
and  consumption.   As  material   con-
sumption  goes  down,  that  is  in  reces-
sion, property crime increases. As ma-
terial  consumption  increases,  so  does
`personal'  crime  like  assault.  So  there

are indications of links, however tenu-
ous, between economic/environmental
conditions and crime.

Have traditional values eroded, lead-
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ing to a higher crime rate?
Increased  mobility,  changing  work

patterns - a whole host of factors have
eroded "family life". Traditional in flu-
ences,  education,  religion,  patriotism,
no  longer  exert  such  a  hold  on  the
individual.

To some extent I believe those of us
in the police  service are persuaded by
this view.  Indeed our efforts in respect
of young people within schools, initia-
tives involving youth groups and local
authorities are intended to rekindle so-
called  "traditional  values".  Our  inten-
tions are  not  simply to  prevent young
people  committing  crime,  but  to  pro-
tect them and to prevent them becom-
ing victims of crime which sadly, they
are all too frequently.

Much of the service's effort in con-
nection  with   `juveniles'   is  aimed  at
diverting  them  from  crime.  Creating
activity schemes for the  `boring'  peri-
ods  of school  holidays,  keeping  them
out of court by cautioning.  Most juve-
niles  `outgrow'   this  most  vulnerable
period:  70% of those cautioned do not
re-offend. Others closely involved with
the more extreme cases of juvenile de-
linquency like Dr Masud Hoghughi  of
the Aycliffe Centre are concerned that
the root causes of delinquency are not
being  tackled.   For  example,  he  sees
these  as  a  "disastrous  combination  of
social  environment,  family,  parenting,
social  control  and  individual  psychol-
ogy".

I  believe that there  are  a few  "hard
core" juveniles committing crime, who
are  almost  beyond  help.   Society  de-
serves  protection  from  them.  Offend-
ing    on  bail  has  been  highlighted  in
recent  months.   The  Thames  Valley
force  told  of a  16  year-old  who  com-
mitted  56  separate  crimes  before  he
eventually lost his freedom. The crimes
were  committed  whilst  the  individual
was on bail and each time, magistrates
could do nothing but bail him again. In
another case a 14 year-old was arrested
28  times  in  8  months  and  was  finally
dealt  with  for  a  number  of  serious
crimes including burglary and robbery.
These  crimes  were  committed  while
he was in the care of the local  author-
ity.   In   sentencing   him   magistrates
could only give  him  a supervision  or-
der,  which meant he went back to the
home  from  which  he  had  been  going
out and committing his  crimes.  Virtu-
ally every division in the Metropolitan
Police  District  will  have  one  or  more
of  these  "hard  core"  persistently  of-
fending juveniles. Much of their atten-
tion  is  devoted  to  car  crime,  and  the
total  "bill"  for  their  criminal  activity
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can  inn  to  hundreds  of thousands  of
pounds.   I   am  sure  I   do  not  need  to
emphasise  the  potential   human   cost
when many also seek to engage in high
speed car chases.

Clearly  there   is  an   important  en-
forcement role for the police. But these
individuals  have  to  be  either  deterred
or dealt  with  effectively by the  crimi-
nal justice system. Ultimately so much
depends  on  attitudes  within  the  home
environment  -  and  we  have  all   seen
reports  of families  who  really  do  not
see an awful  lot  wrong with their off-
spring's  behaviour.   They   sit   some-
where  outside  the  "traditional  values"
of society.  Thankfully the  vast  maj.or-
ity  is  not  so  inclined.  My  view  would
be  that  we  should  not  rush  to  seek
"quick  fix,  throw  away the key"  solu-

tions, but rather look to the long-term,
to developing more enthusiasm for tra-
ditional  family  values  and  respect  for
individuals.

Many speculate  on the  exact  nature
of the  relationship  between  drugs  or
alcohol  and  crime.  There  can  be  little
doubt that, in one way or another both
contribute  significantly  to  the  crime
rate,   certainly  to  specific  types  of
crime.  A  common  example  might  be
linking assault to drunkenness. Yet this
is  not the  case  in  "domestic"  violence
where  the  actual   assault  may  have
more to do with  `control' than alcohol.
That  the  drugs   `issue'   is  immensely
serious  and  will  not  go  away  is  illus-
trated by a recent  Home  Office  report
which  estimates  the  cost  of  drug-re-
lated  street  crime  in  the  Metropolitan
Police   area  alone  as   £1,850   million
every year. In other words people steal-
ing to  acquire  il]ega]  drugs  cost  fl.85
billion.

Users  frequently  have  to  resort  to
crime  to  support  their  habit  -it  is  not
unusual   for  a  crack  cocaine  user  to
need £1,000 -£1,250  daily.

A  report  called  "Youth  Lifesty]es"
in   1993  states  that  almost  a  third  of
young people between  15  and 24 have
taken  drugs.  Studies  in  Liverpool  and
Manchester suggest the figure is nearer
40%. Others place the relationship be-
tween  drugs  and  crime  on  an  even
higher level.  At a recent conference  it
was said that possibly as many as 93%
of young  offenders  are  regular  drug
users.  Again, this needs long-term  so-
lutions  associated  with  education,  pa-
rental  influence and values, as well  as
continued action against the drug push-
ers and drug barons.

Increasing  wealth,  the  improved
standard of living for most families is
to  be  welcomed.  Simon  Field  has  ar-

gued convincingly that in recessionary
times  property   crime   will   increase.
Even  in  the  recession,  there  remain
plentiful  opportunities  within  our rna-
terialistic  society  to  "acquire"  prop-
erty belonging to others.  For example,
increased  car  ownership  has  provided
additional  opportunities  to  steal    -  ve-
hicle crime in London represents about
25%  of all  crime.  Car  ownership  has
proved  of  considerable  assistance  to
would-be criminals: they are more mo-
bile,  can travel  further afield and take
more   with  them   when  they   strike!
Many of these `opportunist' crimes can
be tackled effectively through partner-
ship  crime prevention  strategies.

We should not forget the less visible
type of crime -sometimes perceived as
"victim-less"  -   I'm  thinking  here  of

large  scale  fraud  -  of which  we  have
recently  seen  evidence.   Transactions
are   so  complex  that  some  are  per-
suaded  that  the  chance  of  detection
and  conviction  is  remote.   Often  big
corporate interests prefer not to call  in
the police, but to keep such matters "in
house", thereby avoiding bad publicity
and a potential  scandal, or even plum-
meting  shares!   Is  this  an  example  of
the  double  standards  we  all  have?  Is
fraud more acceptable?

In  seeking  to  interpret  increases  in
certain types of crime, the police serv-
ice may be a victim,  in the best possi-
ble sense - of its own success.

We have reformed our approach to
victims of crime in recent years - rec-
ognising in particular the trauma expe-
rienced  by  victims  of rape,  domestic
violence and other personal  assault.

The  Metropolitan  Police  has  estab-
lished 62  special  units to  offer an  en-
hanced response to victims  of domes-
tic  violence.   Such  victims  are  often

particularly  traumatised  by  being  as-
saulted  by   `one  of  the  family'   or  a
`loved one', in the one place most peo-

ple expect to be safe, their own home.
We have seen the impact of our initia-
tive  on  reported  crime.   In   1986,  850
cases  of  domestic  violence  were  re-
ported  in  London.  By   1992  this  had
risen to just under  10,000.  It is not that
we are witnessing an explosion in this
type of crime.  It is rather that victims
are feeling more confident of a sympa-
thetic police response and are prepared
to  come  forward  and  report  their  or-
deal.  This  is just  one  example  of the
way in which crime trends may be af-
fected  significantly  by  changing  poli-
cies  and  practice.  Indeed  the  number
of officers on patrol may even encour-
age increased reporting rates. Rape sta-

Continued on next page
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tistics similarly reflect this trend:  1981
-256  rapes,1992  -1,199 rapes.

There is more to do. A recent study
by  Professor  Lees  indicates  that  re-
forms  are  needed  in  the  criminal jus-
tice process to  ensure that  victims are
adequately  protected.  Much  more  can
be   done  to  tackle   `crime'   in   all   its
forms, but there does need to be a very
careful  interpretation of the figures.

The  reality  is  that  reported  `crime'
is  still  rising  -but  in  1992  the  rate  of
increase slowed. The UK is still  a rela-
tively  safe  place  to  live.  You  would
have   a  greater  chance   of  being  as-
saulted  in  one  of the  following  coun-
tries  than  in  the  UK:  Norway,  Spain,
Germany,   Finland,  The  Netherlands,
Canada,  Australia, or New Zealand.

The  reality  also  is  that  you  already
have,  I  believe,  a first rate police serv-
ice striving to improve its performance
in  London,  solving  something  in  the
region of 13,000 crimes a month.

We are always looking for new ways
to  beat  crime.  Our  Bumblebee  cam-
paign   is   proving  just   what   can  be
achieved  when  we  target  specific  of-
fences, in this case, burglary. Undoubt-
edly more can be achieved.  It is highly
unlikely  that  we  will  ever  achieve  a
crime-free  society.  The  service  must
continue  to  find  ways  of  becoming
more effective in our enforcement and
peace-keeping  role.   However  lasting
solutions  can  and  will  be  found,  par-
ticularly  through  the  partnership  ap-
proach.  We need better street lighting,
a better physical  environment,  to con-
tinue  to  educate  people  on  how  they
can avoid becoming a victim of crime.
As individuals we need to care for and
to take responsibility for ourselves and
each other, to uphold traditional  values
which sometimes seem to have become
almost  "dirty  words"  in  today's  soci-
ety.  ultimately  it  is  about partnership,
about everyone contributing, even in a
small  way, trying to  improve the  soci-
ety in which we livel

John Smith, Q.P.M., is Deputy Commissioner Of
the Metropolitan Police and President Of ll.e As-
sociation o.i Chic.i Police O.ff `lcers.

GREED
Valerie Pearlman
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mainly with the more serious cases that
are committed.  By that I  mean frauds,
burglaries,  robberies,  drug  cases,  rape
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and other sexual cases, and serious of-
fences of violence. Therefore I do not,
on  the  whole,  deal  with  cases  involv-
ing young  children  as  defendants.  But
the defendants who do come before me
have two common denominators. One:
they are invariably greedy - greedy not
just for money, but for power or happi-
ness. Two: they are usually determined
to do what they want regardless of any-
one  else's  wishes  or  feelings.   Some-
times,  the  defendants  who  appear  in
front of me  are professional  criminals
or just  plain  bad.   I  do  not  intend  to
include  those  unfortunate  people  who
suffer from mental  disabilities.

In  my  opinion,  greed  is  the  over-
powering denominator shared by those
defendants who appear in front of me.
It does not matter whether it is the drug
addict  who takes the  drug,  because  "I
have  to  take  it  to  relax"  or  because
"everyone   else   does    it".    Or   the

fraudster who  robs  Peter to  pay  Paul,
or  as  we  are  often  told,  "to  give  my
family  a  better  life".  Or  the  rapist  or
sexual  offender who  declares:  "1'1]  do
what  I  want  when  I  want".  Whatever
the crime, the common denominator is
greed:  "Criminal  acts  provide  gratifi-
cation  of desires.  See  something,  take
it.   Sex   without  courtship.   Revenge
without  the  delay  of  the  Court  sys-
tem".

Why  do  people  end  up  before  the
Courts?  What  should  we  do  about  it?
There  may  be  three  contributory  fac-
tors:   (I)   Unemployment,   which  has
grown  over several  years.  What  I  say
here  clearly  does  not  apply  to  most
unemployed  families  -  just  to  some.
Adolescents   and   young   adults   are
growing  up  not  knowing  what  it  is to
have  parents  getting  up,  going  out  to
work and later, coming home, with all
the structure that a working parent nee-
essarily imposes on the family.  It is no
excuse  but  a  possible  explanation.   If
there  is  in  that  family  -  and there  are
tens of thousands of such families now
-  listlessness,  a  lack  of will,  a  could-
not-care-less  attitude,  desperation  -  is
it  surprising  that  members  of  those
families fail to pass on to their children
what are still the most basic values,  so
that those children may rob and assault
before they are even in their teens and
are unable to resist their peer pressure?
(2)   Are   families   so  concerned  with
meeting  their  financial   commitments
that  they  don't  have  time  for  each
other,  for their  children,  for  their  old
people? More and more old people live
in excellent residential homes, but does
that mean that, as a result, the children
of today really do not get to know and

understand  their  elderly grandparents
and their elderly relatives, and so can-
not make allowances forthe rl-ghts and
eccentricities of the old? They may go
on in their own intolerant way to rob,
burgle and be violent to other people's
elderly  relatives.  (3)  What  I)art  does
the  media  play  in  all  this?  The  last
thing  in  the  world that  I  want  is  any
fom  of censorship.  But  sometimes  I
do  query  whether  some  of the  films
that  I  see  on  television  and on  video,
and  some  of the  matters  that  I  read
about or I hear reported on the radio or
in the press may not produce a copycat
mentality or a copycat crime.

There  you  have  three  possible  an-
swers  posed  tentatively  as  question
marks.  In  each  case which  comes  be-
fore the Crown Court, the Judge has to
see why the crime has been committed
and  the  best  way  in  which the  public
can  be  protected  from  that  defendant
and  that  crime.  The  powers  of  the
Crown  Courts  are  imposed by  Parlia-
ment,   statute  tells  us  the  maximum
penalty  courts  can  impose and  indeed
case law tells us what are the guideline
sentences. But when it comes down to
it, each judge must decide how best to
respond  to  the  question  "how  is  the
public best protected"?I-

Her  Honour Judge  Valerie  Pearlman  s!.ts  a/
Southwark Crown Court.

NIAKNESS
Henry Goldstein
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my personal  sample from the criminal
world is a comparatively small  one.

When   I   volunteered  for  the  chap-
laincy,  I  decided  that  it  was  none  of
my business why those  I  visited were
in  prison.  After a time morbid curios-
ity got the better of me. The question is
now  routine  on  that  first  visit  "What
are  you  in  for?"  Their kind  of crime
follows  a  familiar  pattern  -  burglary
and robbery; some cases of deception;
occasionally  a  crime  of  violence  or
threatened  violence,  including  more
an.d more, armed robbery. I have never
had to visit a murderer or a sex crimi-
nal.  Some  criminals  have  been  more
obviously vicious or violent in charac-
ter, possibly aus\vering the description
of an  old-time  prison  officer  nearly
twenty years ago, who sadly shook his
head  and  told  me  that  the  criminals
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they  used  to  get  before  the  war  were
different.  He did not actually say they
were   gentlemen,   but   it   was   near
enough. "The lot we get in nowadays,"
he  said,  "are  maniacs."  I  suppose that
you could say that the criminals I deal
with  have  committed  old-fashioned
crimes,  though  armed  robbery,  I  sup-
pose,  is  one  of the  crimes  which  may
come into the category of the `unheard
of' -unheard of when we were young.

I  meet  the  criminals  some time,  or
even   a   long  time,   after  the   crime.
Prison  is  the  most  peculiar  place  to
meet  anybody.  The  contact  between
prisoner   and   chaplain   is   usually
ffiendly and pleasant. There is no con-
frontation,  but  there  are  attempts  at
manipulation  -  of me,  that  is.  I  have
met  some  very  agreeable  people  in
prison and sometimes I have found vis-
iting them a relief from the synagogue
world. They can be nice fellows.  Until
you think of what they have done, de-
spite their aired grievances and justifi-
cations.  I  also  wonder  about  my  `cli-
ents'. Would they do what was done to
the  elderly  man  in  a  wheel-chair,  to
whom  I  chatted when  I  visited my fa-
ther in hospital?  He  was  not there be-
cause  of a  stroke  like  most  of the pa-
tients,  but  because  he  had  been  tor-
tured by  intruders  who  broke  into  his
house and almost tore his arms out  of
his  sockets.  He  lived  in  the  working-
class  district  where  I  was  brought  up
and that, as far as I  am concerned, was
an unheard of crime when I was a boy.

I   have  little  faith  in  the  reforming
abilities  of prison.  One  does  fall  back
on the basic satisfaction that society is
safe  from  them  at  the  moment.   It  is
`us'  and  `them'.  However,  I  am aware

that the vices, to  use an old-fashioned
word,   you   find  in  the  men   I   visit  -
greed,  the  desire  for easy  money,  the
violent  thoughts,  words  and  actions  -
to  some  degree  are  part  of the  minds
and lives of a great  many  of us.  I  can
recognise some of these characteristics
in  myself.  I  cannot  see the criminal  as
a,n .untermensch' .

I  am also aware of possible environ-
mental  causes but  I  do not absolve the
criminal   from   responsibility  because
there  are  social   causes  or  because   I
may  have  a  similar character in  some
ways.  The  dividing  line  between  the
criminal  and  the  non-criminal  may  be
defined  cynica]]y   as   `being  caught'.
But there  is  a  line  of restraint  and re-
sponsibility  over  which,  usually,  they
have  knowingly stepped.  I  have come,
even  through  my  limited  experience,
to   recognise   that   the   factors  that
`cause'  crime  are  many:  to  point  to  a
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single  cause  for  crime  is  foolish  and
usually implies some particular hobby-
horse.  The  origin  of  crime  is  a  very
complex  business.  But,  judging  from
those  I  have  met,  the  broken  family
figures very much as a major factor in
their lives. That in itself may not be the
major  cause  but  it  may  create  an  im-
portant  instability.   I   am  also  aware
from my reading that criminal families
can be as close, cosy and protective as
any  nice  normal  household,  so  similar
in external  appearance,  as least, to the
portrait of the Jewish family. But hav-
ing  said  that,  I  would  like  to  stress  a
Jewish   saying:   The  human  being  is
made  by  three  -   God,   father  and
mother.

The  men  I  meet  rarely  seem  to  be
family  men  in  the  usual  sense.  They
are often  lonely as well  as weak men,

for all their apparent toughness.
Our  world  is  obviously  a  world  of

great change and that includes the fam-
ily.   Increased   criminal   activity   for
whatever  reason  is  one  of  the  most
frightening  aspects  of  that  changing
world.  It is so frightening that the fear
of crime  has  spread  faster than  crime
itself.  I  like to think, though, that soci-
ety is changing for the better because it
has  become  more  open  and  free.  The
greatest worry we may have to face is
that though a just society includes law
and  order,  we  might  in  our  fear,  go
back  to  an  over-ordered  family  and
society.   I  doubt  if that  will  stop  the
men I visit from becoming criminalsl

Rabbi  Henry  Goldstein  i.s  c7  grcrdwcrfe  q/ £co
Baeck College and has been Rabbi Of south West
Essex Re.i;orm Synagogue since  1973.
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T WICE  THIS  YEAR  I  HAVE
had  the  chance  to  imagine  the
future demography  of the Jew-

Paul Usiskin
ish world.  The first time was with  Dr.
Meron  Medzini,  Projects  Director  for
Keren Hayesod, who was in Britain as
a  guest  of the  JIA.  The  second  was
with  Rabbi  Micky   Boyden,   Reform
Rabbi   of  Raanana  in   Israel,   at  the
Southern Region Conference of RSGB.
Both painted an  identical  picture.  The
overview  is  of  a  shrinking  Diaspora
and  a  flourishing  Israel,  the  religious
character  of  which  is  dominated  by
Orthodoxy,  despite  a growing  interest
in   Progressive  Judaism.   The  Jewish
world  twenty  years  from  now  will  be
more   dependent  on  Israel  than  vice
versa.  The  role  that  Progressive  and
Reform  Movements  in  the  Diaspora
and in  Israel  should be playing  in this
new scenario is as yet undefined.

Imagine   our  world   in   the   year
2014 ....  In that year a new Chief Rabbi
of Israel is appointed, and Chief Rabbi
Boyden  makes  a  speech  at  the   Kofe/
entitled f7cz /r v 'Acz O/czm -the City and
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the World. In this speech he announces
that the doors of the Third Temple are
about  to  be  opened  for  everyone  to
enter.  He explains that this  is no  mag-
nificent  single  structure  built  on  the
Temple  Mount  in  Jerusalem,  but  that
the Third Temple  is synonymous with
the  boundaries  of the  State  of  Israel,
that  Israel  in  2014  has  in  fact become
the Third Temple. Throughout the land
and  from  all   over  the  Jewish  world
Jews are free to pray, to be b¢rmz./zvczA,
to  marry,  and  to  be  buried  as  Jews,
whether   Progressive   or  Orthodox.
Chief Rabbi Boyden is watched live by
Jews  the  world over via  satellite.  The
1.5  million  Jews  of America  see  him
on  cable  tv  via  Israsat.  Most  of  the
loo,000 Jews of the UK watch him on
the big  screen via  Israsat at Wembley
Stadium, and members of the commu-
nity in the Former Soviet Union, some
500,000 Jews, see the same Israsat link,

live in  Yeltsin  Square.
The broadcast,  on  a  Sfeabbarf mom-

ing and in Hebrew, announces that not
only are the gates of the Third Temple
open, but that a new era of Judaism is
about  to  commence,  founded  on  plu-
ralistic principles and administered by
a unified body called Refdox, an amal-
gam of the predominant Reform move-
ment and the smaller Orthodox move-
ment.  A single international  Be/ Dz.# is
to  be  established  in  Jerusalem   with
Refdox Rabbis from Israel and the Di-
aspora elected, to sit for terms of four
years, by Jews in Israel and the Jewish
World.   Chief  Rabbi   Boyden   is  the
Chief Rabbi  for  all  Jewry.  Refdox  is
funded by the  Israel  State  budget,  via
the K#essef 's Refdox Committee, sup-
porting not only the three Reform Uni-
versities   in  Jerusalem,   Moscow  and
New  York,   their  seminaries,   syna-
gogues and schools, but also all Ortho-
dox  institutions.

In  his  proclamation  the  new  Chief
Rabbi recognises the separation of Bef

Continued on next page



K#essef and A4ed;.#afe (Synagogue and
State),  and  the  State's  role  in  Jewish
education as a partnership.

At  the  end  of  his  speech,   Chief
Rabbi  Boyden  officiates  in  the  first
ever  live   satellite    Sfeabbaif  morning
service,  calling  first  to  the  reading  of
the   rorczfe  his  deputy,  former  Chief
Rabbi Lau. The service concludes with
the  blessing  of the  Jewish  world con-
gregation  given  by  both  Rabbis.  Mrs
Lau  closes the Ark ....

It is an entertaining and perhaps fan-
ciful  vision.  But  it  is prompted by  an
inevitability  dictated  by  the  numbers.
The fact is that the time has come for
the Progressive Movements to do more
than  pay  lip  service  to  the  ideal  en-
shrined in our principles -the recogni-
tion  of the  centrality  of Israel.  Other-

#:;egeYheermaa:dp;reT:i]ddtr£:tt]hs:aige:i
there, but its relevance to  us is  some-
one else's concern.

Yes,  it  is  true  that  peace,  if  it  is
established  between   Israel  and  her
neighbours,  will  bring  with  it  a boost
to  the  strength  of Israel,  an  Israel  al-
ready witnessing a boom. It is accurate
to predict a strong independent Israel,
home of the largest Jewish community
in  the  world,  an  Israel  no  longer the
poor sister,  but the elder,  vibrant and
caring  sister  from  whom   all  good
things flow,  including the  rora!fe  from
Z.o#, and the word of God from Jeru-
salem.

But  fanciful  vision  or  demographi-
cally   dictated   reality,   nothing   is
achievable  without  a  partnership.   Is-
rael as we know it, is a society perma-
nently  in  transition,  constantly  mov-
ing. The list of natural problems faced
by  a  society  developing  as  fast  as  Is-
rael  isj,endless.  But shadowing that de-
velopment is the fact that part of lsra-
el's uniqueness is its Diaspora. Jews in
the Diaspora and in Israel must finally
be prepared to come to terms with the
reality of that relationship. Abba Eban,
pleading  for  an  urgent  understanding
of the relationship   between Israel  and
the  Palestinians,  once  said:   "We  are
two peoples with two cultures, two his-
tories and two futures and neither of us
is going to go  away." If Diaspora and
Israel  are  not  careful,  that  plea  might
be made to all of us.

It  is true that the  circumstances are
different, but they are forcing Palestin-
ians onto a new course that is affecting
both  sides.  I  believe  that  Progressive
Jews can contribute to help Israel  find
peace  with  herself.  For  our  Diaspora
experience  has  taught  us  that  we  in-
habit  the   same  street  as  our  noisy
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neighbours.  We  do  not  have  to  love
them and they do not have to love us.
But we live in the same street nonethe-
less,  without  threatening  each  others'
lives. This is Derech Erefz.

David  Polish,   in  his   `Renew  Our
days  -  the  Zionist  Issue  in  Refom
Judaism'  says:  "Relations between  Is-
rael  and  the  Diaspora  will  be  flawed
until  we  rediscover  Zionism ....   The
synthesis  of the  secular  and  the  reli-
gious aspects of Jewish life ... is part of
the process which is required... In this
context Reform can play a role in striv-
ing  to  reclaim  those  moral  principles
of zionism by which the Jewish people
were aroused and on which the Jewish
State  was  founded...  Having  come  to
Zionism by way of its moral  urgency,
Reform must help to restore it by help-
ing to redefine its spiritual  and ethical
character."

These  are  flne  and just  goals.  But
what Zionism are we discussing twenty
years away from a Reform Chief Rabbi
and  only  six  years  away from a new,
secular  century?  Is  it  a  Zionism  that
calls  us  all  to  settle  in  the  land  and
rebuild  our historical  heritage?  Is  it  a
Zionism  that  blinds  us  to  lsrael's  so-
cial,  welfare  and  civil  rights  needs?
These cannot be met by economic aid
alone but might benefit from Diaspora
expertise.

Ultimately  Zionism  needs  to be  re-
thought, maybe even renamed. It has a
political  meaning,  demanding  a  rea-
lignment   in   democratic   structures,
eliminating small parties that can hold
a  peace  process  to  ransom.  It  has  a
representational  meaning,  suggesting
an  end to  an outmoded Zionist move-
ment, replaced with a meritocracy that
gives a proper voice to Diaspora views.
It is a new relationship that eradicates
the  "us  and them"  syndrome.  It  is  an
understanding in Israel of the true prin-
ciples and practice of a pluralistic soci-
ety,  a  society  whit;h  can  cope  with
extremes without resorting to violence,
a society which  recognises the human
rights of all  its citizens, Jew and Arab
and  Christian,  Orthodox  and  Progres-
sive,  women  and  men,  single  people
and  young  marrieds,  young  and  old.
This too is Derech Eretz.

We have a right to speak out if Israel
departs  from  the  moral  and  ethical
standards that  have bound  us together
for  so  long.   If the  moral  imperative
drove our movement towards Zionism,
then that imperative must drive us now
to  prepare  ourselves  for  a  new  era.
There  are  practical  ways  to  achieve
this.  A  series  of  open  workshops  is
being  planned  by  the  Reform  Move-

ment in this  country to discuss  Israel-
Diaspora relations in the year 2000. A
short series of working papers will be
produced,  defining  the  role  that  our
Movement  must  assume and  offering
to widen the scope of the debate to the
whole of Anglo-Jewry.

In tandem with this are programmes
aimed at educating and infoming Pro-
gressive Jews about the Jewish world
and  its  future.  These programmes  in-
clude expanding the twinhing  scheme
between  Synagogues in Israel  and the
Diaspora, providing the means of shar-
ing  the  relationship  I  have  discussed
on a basis that benefits both sides.

Group visits to Israel take place with
varying degrees of frequency and at a
time when individual Jews are increas-
ingly  interested  in  and  concerned  for
emerging communities in Eastern Eu-
rope.  There  are  good  reasons  for this
preoccupation, but they only show part
of the picture.  We  are  considering  an
"Altneuland" Tour to Moscow and Je-

msa]em to encourage a view that tries
to  present  the  whole,  comparing  the
situation   of  Jews  in  both  capitals.
Learning  on  the  ground  is   a  vital
method  of gaining  a  complete  view
and reaching practical  conclusions.

We can no longer afford to be paro-
chial  about  the  Jewish  World  we  in-
habit. It is becoming a world in which
community  survival  is  determined  by
interdependence.

Israelis  have  to  realise that  Israel's
identity  with  and responsibility for its
Diaspora  is  not  an  irrelevance.  The
founding fathers  and early  State  lead-
ers viewed the failure of the Diaspora
to  pa.ndctpate  in   Kibbutz  Hagaluyot
(the ingathering of the exiles) as a fail-
ure of zionism  and  sought a price  for
it.  They  were  wrong,  but  only  in  the
tilmi+ng.   Kibbutz  Hagaluyot  has  ,come
later than they  wished and in  an 'Israel
stronger  than  their  wildest  dreams.
Economically, the Diaspora cannot and
- now  need  not - support  Israel  as  it
once  did.  The  reverse  is  true.   Israel
will  suppolt  the  Diaspora,  amplified
by  funds  raised  in  the  Diaspora  for
cormunity  maintenance.

When we recognise that an exchange
of roles  is  taking  place  between  the
Diaspora  and  Israel,  we will  also rec-
ognise that we are a reflection of Israel
as much as Israel is a reflection of us.

PaLul Usiskin is an independent video, television
and film producer and writer.  He lived in  Israel
fior  10 years, studying at the Hebrew University,
bofore beconing a fireelance journalist and a TV
director/producer.  He is currently Chairman  Of
Israel Actionf tor RSGB.
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WHO OPENED THE DOOR TO ELIJAH?
Michael Hilton

THE   EARLY   CHRISTIANS
celebrated Easter at the time of
Passover.  The  link  was  main-

tained  until  the  Council  of Nicaea  in
326,  when  the  Church  decided  it  was
inappropriate to rely any longer on rab-
bis  to  fix  the  dates  for their festivals.
Since  the  eighth  century,  the  Western
churches have celebrated Easter on the
first  Sunday  after  the  first  full  moon
after the spring equinox. Occasionally,
Seder night  occurs  a  full  month  after
Easter -  at  the  next  full  moon  -  but
normally  the  full  moon  of  Pesc[ch  is
the same as the full moon of Easter, so
that  Easter  Sunday  falls  a  few  days
after Sec7er night.

Many  Churches  today,  mindful  of
the  Jewish  origins  of their  faith,  ar-
range  a   seder  for  their  community
shortly before Easter - around the same
time  as  its  celebration  by  the  Jewish
community.  Church   Sleders  have  be-
come very popular in recent years. An-
ecdotal  evidence  suggests that  several
hundred  such  events  take  place  each
year  in   Britain   alone.   Many   Jews,
aware  of  the  Christian  interest,  are
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willing  to  help  or  advise,  or to  invite
Christian  guests to join them  for their
own family or community Seder.

At  all  these  events,  the  question  is
likely  to  be  raised:  "Is  the   Seder  the
same as Jesus would have celebrated at
the  `last supper'?"

The  earliest  apparent  references  to
Jesus'   "last  supper"  is  a  passage   in
Paul's  First  letter  to  the  Corinthians,
Chapter 17. In this passage, Paul seems
to  be  quoting  an  established  liturgical
formula  known  as  "The  Lord's  Sup-
per"  based  on  a  re-enactment  of the
meal  which Jesus shared with  his dis-
ciples the evening before he died.  Paul
makes  no  mention  of  Passover,   no
mention of a Seder meal, and no men-
tion  of  what  was  served  other  than
bread  and  wine.  The  Gospel   texts,
however,  written  later than  Paul's let-
ters, all  make a link with  Passover.

`Now    on    the    first    day    of

Unleavened   bread  the   disciples
came  to  Jesus,  saying  "Where  will
you  have  us  prepare  for you  to  eat
the Passover?" He said, "Go into the
city  to  such  a  one,  and  say  to  him
`The  Teacher  says,   My  time  is  at

hand:   I  will  keep  the  Passover  at
your house with my disciples." And
the  disciples  did  as  Jesus  had  di-
rected  them,  and  they  prepared  the
Passover.'  (Matthew 26:  23)
At  the  meal  Jesus  states  he  will  be

betrayed by the  man  "who has dipped
his hand in the dish with me." In Mark
the  passage  reads  "dipping bread  into
the  same  dish  with  me"  -  implying
that the bread was dipped into the food
in  the  dish.  Serving  "dips"  is  popular
today at cocktail  parties - it  is  in  fact
an  ancient  practice,   linked  by  some
with  the  Greek  and  Roman  "sympo-
sium", a drinking party with an agreed
procedure  for the food,  drink  and  dis-
cussion.  In  the   Sec7er  service  as  used
today,  there  are  two  "clippings"  -  the
4czrpc!s  (green  herb)  is  dipped  jn  salt
water,  and the  mcrror or bitter herb  is
dipped  in   chczrosef,    a  paste  of  fruit,
spices  and  wine.  However,   none  of
these items is mentioned in the Gospel
accounts, which fail to say what dishes
were served. Matthew goes on to state
that, during the meal, Jesus took bread,
and  said  a  blessing,  and  broke  the
bread, and handed it round, saying:
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"Take, eat; this is my body." And

he  took  a  cup,  and  when  he  had
given  thanks  he  gave  it  to  them,
saying  "Drink  of it  all  of you;  for
this  is  the  blood  of  the  covenant,
which is poured out for many for the
forgiveness  of sins."  (Matthew  26:
26-28)
Matthew   and   Mark   mention  the

singing  of  a  "hymn"  after  the  meal.
The  accounts  in  Mark  and  Luke  are
similar,  except that  they  elaborate  the
story  of  finding  the  accommodation
for the  meal.  In  Luke,  Jesus takes the
wine before the bread.

John's lengthy account of the supper
is  completely  different  and  consists
mainly of a long speech made by Jesus
to his disciples.  Here and elsewhere in
John,  Jesus  refers  to  himself as  "the
bread of life" and the "true vine." One
new detail in John is Jesus' washing of
his   disciples'   feet   during  the   meal
(John  13: 4-12). But this is clearly NOT
a Seder service, for it takes place "be-
fore  the  feast  of the  Passover"  (13: 1),
and Jesus dies on the  cross at the time
when  the  paschal  lamb  would  have
been   sacrificed   in  the  Temple.   For
John, this  is the  chief association  with
the festival - Jesus was the new sacri-
flee  -  his  offering  himself for  death
replaced the  necessity  for the  paschal
lamb for the future.

In  John,  then,   we  see  a  Christian
community struggling to come to terms
with  the  destruction  and  loss  of  the
Temple, with its priestly rites and ani-
mal  sacrifices.  A  new  theology  was
needed to  replace  it.  The  same  heart-
searching went on among rabbis of the
time. No longer could each family take
its  lamb  to  the  Temple  for  slaughter.
The  main  item  of the  Passover  feast
had gone. Out of the rabbis' struggle to
develop new rituals for the festival de-
veloped the Passover Seder.

The  Book  of Exodus  gives  the  in-
structions  for the  annual  eating  of the
lamb.  Each  hou.sehold  is  commanded
to  tell  the  story  of the  Exodus  and to
pass  on  the  knowledge to  each  subse-
quent generation.  Specific questions to
be  asked  by  sons  of their  fathers  are
mentioned. Clearly, each family would
tell  the  story  in  its  own  way  and with
its  own   words.   The  earliest  written
texts for the Seder can be found in the
A4isfe#czA,   compiled   in   200   CE.   The
service mentioned there is  shorter and
simpler than the one we use today, but
includes many of the main elements ....
How  much  of  the    A4isrfe#¢fe's  Seder
would  have  been  used  in  the  time  of
Jesus?

A   definitive   answer  is   given   by
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Barukh Bokser, in his book 77ze Orz.gz.#
o/ffee Seder.  He shows that the essen-
tial factor in the A4isfe#crfe 's description
of  the  evening  ritual   is  the   need  to
overcome the loss of the Temple. That
is  why  the   Mj.sfe#czfe's  description  of
the meal  occurs at the  very end of the
section on the festival of passover. "On
this  day"  wrote  Philo  "every  dwelling
house   is  invested  with  the   outward
semblance  and  dignity  of  a  temple."
The  rabbis  of the   Adz.sfe#czA  developed
the ritual  in  such a way that the conti-
nuity  with  the past was  apparent.  The
proper time for the Seder meal is based
on   that   for   the   Temple   offering.
Unleavened bread and bitter herbs are
no  longer  secondary,  but  become  the
primary  focus  of the  meal.  The  chil-
dren's questions are now the focus for
a  broadened  importance  of the  intel-
lectual exchange. The psalms of praise,
known  as   f7a//e/,  previously  sung  in
the  Temple,  were  transferred  to  the
home ceremony. A long discourse on a
Biblical text from the book of Deuter-
onomy  became  a  central  part  of  the
ceremony. The meaning of redemp/I.o#
was  extended  to  include  redemption
not just  from  the  slavery  of the  past,
but the slavery of the present "this year
slaves,  next year free." And the estab-
lishment  of fixed  formulae  of "bless-
ing"  was  a  .vital  element  -  for  those
without  the  Temple  the  blessing  be-
came an  important way to ensure reli-
gious  acts  would  involve  an  experi-
ence  of the  divine.  In  fact there  is  no
direct  evidence  that  any  elements  of
the   Seder   pre-date  the  destruction  of
the Temple in the year 70 -and even if
they did, they took on a new role in the
rabbinic  Seder.

Christians,  then,  who  seek  through
the  Seder  a  knowledge  of the  Jewish
roots of Christianity are mistaken. The
Gospel  accounts  of the  "last  supper"
and  the  rabbis'  account  of the   Seder
represent  two  different  and  totally  in-
compatible  ways  of different  commu-
nities struggling to come to terms with
loss -the loss of Jesus, the loss of the
Temple, the loss of Jerusalem. To per-
form a  Seder  in  a  Church  shortly  be-
fore Easter is to attempt to construct an
impossible   historical   narrative.   The
rituals of the rabbis cannot be the rites
in which Jesus took part before he died.

In  ancient  times  the  early  Church
naturally  used  the  Hebrew  scriptures
to  explain  and to justify their faith  in
Jesus as the Christ, the one who came
to  redeem  humanity  from  sin.  Ever
since  then,  Jews  and  Christians  have
been divided by a common Bible. Each
faith  community has  its  own  tradition

of interpretation, incompatible with the
other.  That  which  we  share  actually
divides  us.  Now,  in  our  modem  ecu-
menical  world, there  is  a new danger.
If Christian groups continue to use the
Seder as a source of inspiration for the
understanding of Easter, that too could
be a source of division. To the Jew, the
Seder  is  not  a  "last  supper"  to  be  re-
placed in a future world by a new rev-
elation and understanding.  It is a living
text which is a deep and rich source of
creativity   and   inspiration.   True   dia-
logue  demands that we  attempt to  un-
derstand  how  each   community  lives
with  the  tradition  of its  own  texts.  It
does not demand that we must assimi-
late  the texts  of another faith  into  our
own tradition.

In  the  Jewish  community,  there  are
different  obstacles  to  dialogue.   The
great interest many Christians show in
Jewish  texts  and  ritual  is  not  matched
by  Jewish  interest  in  Christian  texts.
Many  Jews  are  wary  of  reading  the
Christian  scriptures  and  the  accounts
mentioned  here  of  the  "last  supper"
will  be  new  to  many  Jewish  readers.
Yet these accounts  do have an  impor-
tance  in the  history  of Jewish  ritual -
they  tell  us  a  little  about the  Seder at
the time the gospels were written. The
accounts of the "dipping"  of food and
the "Passover hymn" are of particular
interest.  Though  we  cannot  unravel
from the Seder a clear account of what
might have been part of the origins of
Christianity,  we  can  unravel  from  the
gospels  a  little  of the  origins  of the
Seder.

Most  of  the  rabbis  mentioned  by
name in the Seder lived in Palestine in
the second century of the Christian era.
This was a time of great persecution by
the Romans, when the Seder took on a
renewed  significance  as  a  symbol  of
freedom.  At that time Rabban Gamliel
introduced  a   new   element   into  the
Seder - the  duty  to  explain  the  three
main   items   PESACH,   MATZAH,
MAROR.  These  items  of the  Biblical
Exodus  meal  are  now  referred  to  in
symbolic  terms.  Referring  to  an  item
in  a  symbolic  way is a way of coping
with its loss. Just as Christians learned
to cope with the loss of Jesus by giving
a  potent  symbolism  to  the  bread  and
wine  of  the  "last  supper",   so  Jews
leaned  to  cope  with  the  loss  of the
powerful  temple  ritual  at   Pesczcfe  by
giving  a  symbolic  value  to  the  main
foods - the Passover offering now re-
placed  on  the  table  by  a  bone,  repre-
sents  the  Holy  One  passing  over  the
houses of the Israelites: the unleavened

Continued on next page
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no  time  to  rise,  and  the  bitter  herbs
represent the bitterness of life in Egypt
-and, no doubt, the bitterness of life in
Rabban Gamliel's own time.

It is interesting to  see that the sym-
bolism  Rabban  Gamliel  gave  to these
items  is  based  on  the  account  of the
Exodus  in  the  Bible.  The  loss  of the
Temple is nowhere referred to directly
in  the   Seder.  The   A4isfe#¢fe  describes
the  ceremony just as  if it had been  in
existence  for  centuries.  But  when  we
read or perform it, it is easy to see that
it  has  been  adapted  to  answer  a  new
situation and reflect a new reality. Just
as  the  accounts  of  the  "last  supper"
reflect the reality of the religious expe-
rience of one faith community,  so the
Adz.sfe#afe 's account of the Seder reflects
the real experience of another commu-
nity.  Both  purport  to  describe  an  an-
cient rite -for new realities could only
be  expressed  through  continuity  with
the past.

Today's  ecumenical  groups  seek to
understand the  Jewish  roots  of Chris-
tian faith.  In the past, some Christians
saw  a  Christian  influence  on  Jewish
liturgy.  A  medieval  Christian  theory,
still sometimes republished, states that
the first paragraph of the Jewish prayer
known  as  NISHMAT  was  composed
by  the  apostle  Peter.  Sometimes  it  is
said that this prayer was composed spe-
cifically  for  the  "last  supper"  -  no
doubt  the theory  was  intended  to  ex-
plain the  "hymn" referred to by  Mat-
thew  and Mark.  The  rabbis  identified
NISHMAT with a prayer mentioned in
the  Mishnah  sung to  conehade  Hallel
at the  Seder.  If f7a//e/ was introduced
to  replace  the  Temple  ritual,  then  so
was NISHMAT. Modern scholars have
detected more believable Christian in-
fluences  on  the    Seder.   Lawrence
Hoffman, the American Jewish liturgi-
cal   scholar,   explains   in   his   book
Beyond the Text.

Under the influence of the pietis-
tic  atmosphere  that  gripped  Euro-
pean society with increasing fervour
from  the  eleventh  century  onward,
and, more specifically, of the height-
ened  expectations  for  a   Second
Coming that seized Christian escha-
tology  in  the  wake  of a  completed
millennium,   Judaism  too  became
more conscious of the promised end
of days. Time-now might end with a
personal   messianic   appearance,
which, for Judaism, implied Elijah...
The   Scder's  climax  now  occurred
after dinner rather than before,  with
the  door being  flung  open  to  admit
Elijah,  and  with  him,  the  messiah.
(p.   105)
The doctrine of the messiah  is often

considered  one  of the  primary  ideas
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Christianity inherited from the Jews of
old. But here we see that in the Seder,
the influence was actually in the other
direction - from  Christian  speculation
about  the  "second  coming"  after  the
year  1000 to Jewish speculation about
the  messiah  -  bringing  hope  in  dark
times. Many Jews suffered as the Cru-
saders  swept  across  Europe,  destroy-
ing  Jewish  communities  on  their  way
to  the  holy  land.  Paradoxically,  Jews
of that time hoped the longed-for Mes-
siah would come - to save them from
the   Christians.   Already   in   ancient
times,  the  rabbis  had  brought  to  the
Seder the hope of future redemption -
now  in  the  middle  ages  this  element
was  elaborated  and  enlarged.  Add  to
this  the  songs  and  entertainments  of
more recent date - and we can see that
the  Seder  as  we  know  it  had  its  real
origins in the late first and second cen-
turies  of the  Christian  era,  and  grew
over  the  centuries  to  the  marvellous

construction we have today.
Those  who  read  these  words  as  a

guide  for  conducting  a  Church   or
interfaith Sleder will no doubt be thor-
oughly  confused  by  now.  The  real
question  raised by  the  coincidence  of
Passover and Easter is the question of
precedence  and  authority  in  the  two
faiths. In the past, Jews have tended to
insist  that  most  Jewish  practices  pre-
date Christian equivalents -Judaism is
an older and thus more authentic faith.
Christians  have  agreed  that  Jewish
practices  are  older - because  Christi-
anity replaced them. The truth is much
more  complicated,  and  much  more
excitingl

Rabbi Dr. Michael Hilton I.s cr gradwcr/e o/Or-
fiord  University  and  Leo  Baeck  College.  He  is
Rabbi Of Menorah Synagogue, Manchester, and
joint author Of ``The Gospels and Rabbinic Juda-
ism'',  SCM   1988.  Rabbi  Hilton  is  currently  at
work on a new book which will deal with Chris-
tian influences on Judaism.
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THE A-Y OF AGEING
Wendy Greengross

A:taa:etn:ssob::t:.,ih::ReneTmBo,r:;.wsi
them  more  easily  than  others.  Caring
for  them,  and  for  other  ageing  rela-
tives,  as they  get older can be  quite  a
strain.  This  brief guide  is  intended to
explain  some  of  the  feelings  of  us
wrinklies.

When we are young, parents are, by
definition, ANCIENT. Reporting play-
ground experiences children say "I was
so  embarrassed  -  everyone  else  has
young  mothers.   I  couldn't  tell  them
how old you were". Unfortunately the
gap  between  being  AGED  at  35  and
ALZHEIMERS is very short.

8 is for BEING old which has some
compensations  -  people  expect  us  to
be   BATTY,   BENIGN   but   rarely
BEAUTIFUL.  8  is  for  bladder  and
bowels  which  are  with  us  and  should
not be ignored.  Someone said that one
of the problems of ageing is that every-
thing either leaks or dries up.

C   is  for  CHILDREN   who   are  a
mixed blessing, an uncertain joy and a
certain  worry.  When  they  are  good,
they  are  very,  very  good,  but  when
they  are  bad,  they  are  horrid.  Parents
tend  to  stick  up  for  them  in  public,
more  than  they  deserve,  even  though
their hearts are breaking.  Why do  we
collude with the  ca#czrd that bad chil-
dren are the result of bad parenting and
good  or bad,  why  do  we  continue  to
worry so much about them?
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D  is  for DIGNITY,  as  precious  for
us as it is for you. We are embarrassed
when we forget names and faces, when
our  clothes  are  stained  and  we  don't
notice,  or when  we  have  difflculty  in
holding  things  and  make  a  mess.  We
remember great-aunts  and  uncles  and
grandparents getting  old  and  laughing
at  them,  kindly  but  in  a  way  that  di-
minished  their  integrity.  We  are  sad
that it is our turn now. Try, if you can,
to recall the people we were - and still
are.

E is for EXPECTATIONS, both for
ourselves and for those we love. They
cause  pain  because  they  rarely  match
reality.  When we were young, women
didn't  work..  Men  were  cared  for  by
wives,  daughters  and  sisters  and  the
extended  family  was  large  and  local.
People stayed married. There were lov-
ing  grandchildren,   nieces  and  neph-
ews.  It  probably  wasn't  better,  but  is
was  different.  Adapting  to  change  is
always difficult. As we age, it requires
too great an effort.

F is for FEAR of ageing in the wrong
way.  We all  know 70,  80  and 90 year
olds  who  seem  to  have  got  it  right.
They  seem  to  live  FULL  lives,  with
plenty  of people  around  and  not  too
much in the way of pain and disability.
We  get  smitten  by  FEAR  about  the
way we may be forced to live and the
way in which we may be forced to die.
We  are  unsure  whether  euthanasia  is
an  answer and whether,  when  we  get

there, we will have the means, the for-
titude and the courage to see it through.
F is also for FRANK AND FULL DIS-
CUSSION, which usually means some-
one  saying  something unpleasant.  We
try  to  remember  that  F  is  for  FUN,
giving  freedom  to  the  child  that  is
somewhere within us all.

G  is  for GRANDCHILDREN,  who
can give the greatest pleasure. It is also
for GRANDPARENTS who cany their
grandchildren's pictures in their pock-
ets  and  the  grandchildren's   bo#  mofs
on  the  tips  of their tongues  and  share
them,  however  painful  it  may  be  for
those  who have  no  children  or grand-
children of their own. G is for GUILT
certainly  not  on  the  gingerbread.  Par-
ents  are  blamed  for  everything,  par-
ticularly  children's  feelings  of  guilt.
These  offerings  we  should  learn  to
refuse.

H  is for HEALTH, which  is central
to our existence and for HAPPINESS,
which we would like to have but only
rarely get. H is for HOPE that no longer
springs  eternal,  because  experience
teaches  us  to  expect  disappointment..
However,  while there  is hope there  is
life. Perhaps next time it will be differ-
ent.

I  is  for  INDEPENDENCE  that  we
want to hold onto for as long as possi-
ble.  Don't  presume  that  because  we
are hovering on the pavement we want
to  get  to  the  other  side  of the  road.
Making  assumptions  is  always  mis-
guided. If you're not sure -ask. Allow
us to take  risks even  if we  might also
make some mistakes.

J  is for JUDAISM, which often be-
comes  more  significant  as  the  years
pass.  Cyclical  celebrations,  rather like
gardening, give hope that there are see-
ond  chances.  They  offer  an  opportu-
nity  for  appraisal  and  getting  things
into  perspective..  JUDAISM  helps  to
keep  the  balance  between  regret  for
things  left  undone  and  optimism  for
the future. It has the drawback of being
family based and sometimes reinforces
our sense of isolation.

K is for KINDNESS, which we find
in  unexpected  places.  It  nurtures  and
sustains us, even if we sometimes seem
less than grateful. Being treated as old
is nice but frightening.

L  is  for  LOSS  and  for  LONELI-
NESS, two of the more unpleasant as-
pects of ageing.  We lose ourjobs, our
status and our financial power and of-
ten  our  partners.   We  have  fewer
friends,  less  physical  ability.  Things
that  we  used  to  do  before  breakfast,
now take all day. Often it doesn't mat-

Continued on page  1 8
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JEWISH RAN ARE SPENCER TRACY
This essay is an early piece firom a book on one Jewislt man's perspective on tl.e role gender plays in

Jewish Spirituality. The work, entitled rThe Bending Of lsglac, is still very much in progress. It is a series
of post-modern "midrashic" sermons, woven loosely around the traditional midrashic "proem", a

homiletic fiorm found in many midrashic collections. In a ``Proem" two verses, one from the Passage to
be studied and a second (called the proem-verse and coming from another section of the Bible), are

woven togcther. The two verses, as they are contrasted and rubbed togcther, help to expl.lcate each other.
In my post-modern fiorm, I rub modern personal experience @oth personal and literary) against the
Je:nlish textual tradition. This essay is the first proem in the book and is designed to begin a working

rabbinic dofinition of masculinity.

THH   PROEM   VERSE:   Three
snapshots  of Michael.  Michael  is  no
wimp. He is pure boy, edging into man-
hood - simultaneously, he is both dan-
gerous  and kind.  Michael  is  a  14-ish-
to-15-ish-year-ol.d I have the privilege
of teaching.  Michael  always wears an
all-black (with red and white art) rock-
and-roll T-shirt (you know the ge#re).
One of the girls once complained that
he  always  wore  the  same  shift  every
day. He retorted concisely: "I have lots
of them,  I wear a different  one  every
day." Then he expanded his commen-
tary: "No one is allowed to wear them
at my  high  school because the  stupid
faculty  thinks  they  are  connected  to
devil  worship."  With a twinkle  and  a
one-beat pause, he  delivers his punch
line, "I wear them everyday, anyway!"
This  was  followed  by  another  short
monologue:  "All  teachers  hate  me.
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They always throw me out. They won't
listen to anything I say."

Another time, before  school,  I hear
Michael  tell  one  of his  peers:  "The
strangest  thing  happened  this  week-
end.  When  I  heard that  Freddy  Mer-
cury  (the  lead  singer  of Queen)  died
(from AIDS) I began balling my eyes
out.   It  was  really  weird.   I  couldn't
stop."

While handing in his mid-term exam
today,  Michael  sincerely  apologized,
"I'm  sorry,  but  I'm  not  good  at this,

I'm stupid." This suggested that he felt
he had betrayed me by not doing well.
Ironically, not only did he score a solid
"8", but he also wrote a thoughtful, if

challenging,  essay.

THE TORAH TEXT: God created
man  in  His  image,  in  God's  image
He created him, male and female He
created them  (Genesis  1.27)

Gender  confusion  enters  the  world
through this verse. A male God creates
man.  A  male  God creates  man  in  His
image. A single male God creates peo-
ple:  male  and  female  (in  His  image).
The language here turns in on itself -it
demands  explanation*.  As  we  unlock
its  coded  message,  we  will  lean  the
Jewish essence of being a man, a man
created in and living up to  God's im-
age.

Insights  into  the meaning  Of Jewish
womanhoodwillhavetocomefromelse-
where. I do not know how to make the
sources reveal those secrets (at least not
yet)-Idon'tknowhowclassicalsources
dofine ``sugar and spice". I haven't been
privileged with those revelations.



THE
PSYCHOLOGY 0F

GHNDER
In  her book,   J#  cz  Dz#ere#£  yo!.ce

(Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass.   1982),  Carol  Glligan  explalns
that  men  and  women  solve  ethical
problems  differently.  From  that  in-
sight,  she  proceeds  to  teach  the  es-
sence of manhood and womanhood (at
least from one camera angle). She sug-
gests  that  the  central  facet  in  men's
thinking is the making and applying of
rules.  Men's  judgment  emphasizes
boundaries and is a process of dividing
between  people.  Men's  thinking  is  a
process  of individuating,  of  deflning
the  difference  between  you  and  me.
Women's thought,  on the  other hand,
focuses  on commonality.  Their analy-
sis  of problems  emphasizes  relation-
ships and the experiences people share.
Networking and finding what you and
I  have  in  common  is  the  essence  of
women's problem-solving process.

For Carol  Gilligan,  this  insight  be-
gins a process of female liberation.  In
her work, women are no longer subju-
gated by inale  developmental  patterns
and  male  imagery.  On  the  simplest
level, a penis does tend to define male
behaviour - not by its sexual  desire -
but by the penis'  ability to mark terri-
tory by  urinating  on  the  comers  of a
field.  Carol  Gilligan  teaches  us  that
rule-making is the extension of mark-
ing the comers of the field and calling
it "mine".

Virtually  the  same  insight  can  be
found  in  Deborah  Tannen's   yoc/  /ws'£
Do# 'Z  U#ders/o#d (Ballentine  Books,
New   York,   1991).   Where     Carol
Gilligan found her truth by interview-
ing children, Deborah Tannen came to
the  same  point  by  listening  to  and
analyzing  the  way  adult  men   and
women  perform  ordinary  conversa-
tions. She says, "Many men engage in
the world as individuals in a hierar-
chical social order in which they are
either  one-up  or  one-down.  In  this
world,  conversations  are  negotia-
tions in which people try to achieve
and maintain the upper hand if they
can,  and  p.rotect  themselves  from
others'  attempts to put them  down
and push them around. Life, then, is
a contest, a struggle to preserve in-
dependence  and  avoid  failure."  In
other words, men's primal perceptions
as reflected in their language patterns
essentially  involve  the  making  of
boundaries,  the  conquest  and  defence

of -territory,  and the maintenance of a
pecking  order.  For  our purposes,  she
adds the important word for male per-
ception,  "independence".

On the other hand, Tannen explains
that women approach the world ``as an
individual  in  a  network  of connec-
tions.  In  this  world,  conversations
are  negotiations  for  closeness  in
which  people  try  to  seek  and  give
confirmation  and  support,  and  to
reach consensus. They try to protect
themselves from others'  attempts to
push them away. Life, then, is a com-
munity,  a  struggle to  preserve  inti-
macy  and  avoid  isolation."  In  other
words,  women's  primary  motivations
involve  bringing  others  closer  and
building bonds  with them.  She  intro-
duces the new key word for woman's
concerns,  "intimacy."

Even  more  clearly  than  Gilligan
(whose   work   is   more   academic)
Tannen understands that life is a blend:
no woman is all female, no male is all
man. She explains what we inherently
know to be true,  "Communication  is
a  continual  balancing  act,  juggling
the  conflicting  needs  for  intimacy
and independence ... women are also
concerned with achieving status and
avoiding failure ...  but they tend to
pursue them in the guise of connec-
tion.  Men  are  also  concerned  with
achieving involvement and avoiding
isolation  ..  and they tend to  pursue
them in the guise of opposition."

When  the  rabbis  read   rowz7z  they
became obsessed with each and every
word.  This  is  an  obsession  which  the
text encourages. In the flrst story in the
7o7icr¢,   the  "Creative  Force"  is  called
E/ofe].7#,   God.   Here   God  creates   in
seven  days  by  the  numbers,  ending
with the creation of people. Beginning
in the middle of Genesis chapter two,
verse four, a second story appears. This
is the hands-on creation story with the
shaping  of mud,  the rib,  and the gar-
den.  Here,  people happen right  at the
beginning. When the story changes, so
does the name by which the "Creative
Force" is called.  E/ofez.un,  God, has be-
c;one:.   Adonai  Elohim.  (Adonai,  the
God). The rabbis believed (for reasons
not  important  to  this  document)  that
these two stories must be one, but they
also assumed that each half must teach
a different thing. They wanted to know
the difference the name ,4do72crz. makes.
They told this  story  (Ge#esis  jzobbarfe
12.15) to  explain  it:

This  can  be  understood  by
comparing to the situation of a
human king who had a beauti-
ful crystal bowl. Said the king:

"If I pour hot water into it, it
will burst; if I pour cold water
into it, it will contract and shat-
ter." So, what did the king do?
He  mixed  hot  and  cold  water
and poured it into it, so it re-
maimed unbroken.

This  is just what the  Holy-
One-Who-is-to-Be-Praised
said. "If I create the world on
the  basis  of  the   „z.daf  fear-
R¢A¢m!."  alone  (My  attribute
of mercy), its sins will be great.
If I create it on the basis of the
Midat  ha-Din  iilone  (My  at-
tribute  of justice),  the  world
cannot exist.  Hence I  will  cre-
ate it on both the basis of judg-
ment  and  the  basis  of mercy,
and then it may stand!" There-
fore, the Torah tez\ches Adonai,
the God (Elohim).
When  Carol  Gilligan  and  Deborah

Tannen's insights, our  rorczfe text,  and
this  mz.c7rcrsfe are together - the  combi-
nation suggests a powerful approxima-
tion  of the  truth.  The   A4z.dczf  fecz-Dz.7z,
God's  tendency  to  make  and  enforce
rules - is the Male attribute of God -
the  attribute  of independence,  of set-
ting  and poncing boundaries.  We  are,
in  essence,  speaking  of ethical  peck-
ing-orders. The   Midat  ha-Rahamin  is
its  polar  opposite.    ficzfeczmz.#   comes
from the  word  Rc%e773:  womb.  This  is
God's  matemal  aspect,  the  feminine
attribute - the  attribute  of celebrating
connection,            intimacy            and
commonality.  We are getting in touch
with  spiritual  networks.  Once  people
were created, God's tendencies had to
be  blended  together.  For  the  rabbis,
j4do#arz. E/ofez.in  was  not  only  the  God
of the  second story,  but the way  God
had  to  be  once  people  were  created;
the existence of people (which is a fact
after  the  first  story)  mandates  a  bal-
ance.  This  is  the  deeper  meaning  of
male and female God created then.

Six times  over the  first  six  days  of
creation,  God  looks  at  His  work  in
progress and  sees  that it  is  good.  At
the  end  of the  sixth  day, just  before
Sfearbbcz£,  but  after  people  have  been
created, God looks at all of creation in
total  and  sees   that  it  is  very  good.
Rather than assuming that this is a cul-
mination, just a networked image, the
rabbis  believed  that  there  is  a  differ-
ence which can be delineated, a lesson
which  can  be  leaned  by  finding  a
boundary. They believed that the crea-
tion of people made a difference, made
things  very good.  In a  mj.c7rasfe  /Ge#-
esis  Rabbah,  Bereshit   9.]),  they  e;x
plained it this way:



(Man has two urges:  ye/zer
fear-roy,   the  tendency  to  do
good and ye/zer fe¢-jtcr, the ten-
dency to do evil.)

Rabbi      Nahman      bar
Samuel  said:  The   yefzer feo-
rotJ is good, but the ye/zer fe¢-
Ra  is very  good.  ``It was very
good " means that because of
the   yefzer  fe¢-Ra   men  build
houses,  take  wives,  father
children, and engage in busi-
ness.  As  the   rorofe   teaches
(Ecclesiastics 4.4):  "ALL LA-
BOUR     AND     SKILFUL
WORK    COMHS    FROM
COMPETITION BETWEEN
MEN.„
If we take our original  ror¢% text

(God  created  man  in  His  image),
our  insight  into  God's  dual  nature
(Midat   ha-Din      aLrLd   Midat    ha-
jicr%¢77!z.#) and this text-blend and stir-
another  sense  of the  truth  seems  to
reveal  itself.    ye/zer  fecz-roy   is  like
Midat ha-Rahamin arid Yetzer ha-Ra
is like A4lz.dcrf fear-Dz.#. Just as God had
to pour in both into the crystal bowl
in order to have a complete image, a
man  has  to  blend  his    ye/zer  fecz-Rcz
(the  animal  tenancy  to  possess  and
conquer) with his  yefzer feo-roy ¢is
womb-like empathy) to become ma-
ture.

Simply put,  ye/zer fecz+icz is a feral
child,  a  wolf-boy  who  wants  and
needs.  ye/zcr fecz-Rcz is all about grati-
fication and ego. It is good at protec-
tion and conquest, but not much else.
It  is  not  so  much  evil  as  immature
and undeveloped. It is pure, unmixed,
too  much  of a  strong  flavour.  You
might think  of it  as  Glint Eastwood
or Bruce Willis,  unbound.

When  I  was  fourteen,  almost  fif-
teen,   I   first  read  Herman  Hesse's
Dczmz.cr#.   I   hadn't  thought  of  it  in

years, but the power of first reading
came  back  as  I  was  writing this  es-
say.  I remember all my feelings as a
boy,  that  despite  my best  intentions
and efforts,  I  was  a creature of evil,
filled with the ye/zer facz-Rcz. I ran to a
bookstore  to  get  a  copy  because    it
was Hesse who first set me free. The
first chapter ofDczmz.cz# is called Two
Realms.  Hesse writes:

``The  realms  of  day  and
night,  two  different  worlds
coming  from  two  opposite
poles,   mingle   during  this
time.   My   parents'   house
made  up  one  realm,  yet  its
boundaries  were  even  mar-
rower,  actually  embracing
only my parents themselves...

It was a realm of brilliance, clar-
ity,  and  cleanliness,  gentle  con-
versations, washed hands, clean
clothes  and  good  manners  ...  If
one wanted an unsullied and or-
derly life, one made sure one was
in league with this world.

The  other  realm,  however,
overlapping half our house, was
completely  different;  it  smelled
different,  spoke a different lan-
guage, promised and demanded
different  things.  This  second
world  contained  servant  girls
and workmen, ghost stories, ru-
mours  of scandal.  It was  domi-
mated by a loud mixture of hor-
rendous, intriguing, frightening,
mysterious  things,  including
slaughterhouses  and  prisons,
drunkards  and  screeching flsh-
wives, calving cows, horses sink-
ing to their deaths, tales of rob-
beries,  murders  and  suicides...
My sisters, too, belonged to the
realm   of  the  light.   It  often
seemed  to  me  that  they  had  a
greater natural affinity to my fa-
tlier and mother; they were bet-
ter mannered,  had  fewer faults
than I ,...,,
As I re-read it now, for the first time

in  over twenty years,  it  contains  only  a
little of the power I remember. But then,
when I first read it, I was in awe. Some-
one  understood  my  perception  of the
world - someone understood my suffer-
ing - someone  understood my  struggle
with the  ye/zer %cr+icz, the sense that my
essence belonged to the dark side.

When  I  was  in  first  grade  in  public
school, we had a programme where the
mothers  came  to  watch  us.  We  were
supposed to sit still a lot, keep quiet, and
then  perform  perfectly  the  lessons  we
had rehearsed. The big finish was pick-
ing  up  a piece  of paper  and tuning  it
into a fireman's hat. To make this magic
possible,  the  paper  had  been  carefully
cut and folded. We had to wait almost an
hour before we got to the fireman's hat.
I  couldn't  wait.  I  played  with  it  a  lot.
Every time I picked it up the teacher told
me to leave it alone and my mother got
embarrassed.  It wasn't one of my better
days. Almost 35 years have passed and I
still feel the pain of my mother's embar-
rassment.  It too,  is well  folded away in
ray   ge#z.zcrfe   (attic  store)   of  excessive
emotionalism,  even  so  the  pain  of that
moment,  the  pain  of not  fulfilling  her
wishes, often leaks out.

Another  first  grade  memory,  similar
but  different.  In  Sunday  School,  they
brought   us   into   the   sanctuary   and
showed us the rorcrfe. It was supposed to

be  another  "good  behaviour  tirrie"
when they led us up on the bz.mcrfe, but
Rabbi  Cohan  was  really  ffiendly  and
he broke ranks.  He joked and handed
us parts of the rorcrfe as he unwrapped
it.  I wound up with the breast-plate.  I
really was listening to him, and sort of
watching, but I was  also playing with
the  heavy  silver breast-plate.  After  a
while,   I   decided  to  put  my  head
through  the  chain  and  wear  it.  I  re-
member wanting to know how the  ro-
rczfe  felt.  Before  I  could lift the  chain,
my first grade teacher anticipated my
move  and  started  to  grab  me.  Rabbi
Cohan  came  to  my  rescue.  He  some-
how burst through the crowd and lifted
the breastplate over my head, explain-
ing  to  the  whole  class  that  originally
the high priest had won it. I wore my
breast-plate with pride. "Tommy"  ro-
rarfe  (the  cartooned living   rorar%  char-
acter used in the work by which I have
earned  my  livelihood  for  the  past
twenty years) was born that day.

It would be easy to read these tales
as  the  female  persecution  of the  boy
and his release by a caring, understand-
ing man. Instead they powerfully share
my  sense, virtually every boy's sense,
of being  part  of the  dark  side  -  of
having our very "boyness" at odds with
the adult world. And, of the paths that
some  men  (and  even  some  women)
managed to open into the light.

The  yetrer fecz-roy  starts  out life as
Donna Reed, or perhaps Aunti Mame,
but  it  certainly  lived  in  Rabbi  Cohan
(Zczkfe#r  /Toi;J,  too.   Men,  too,  have
their   wombs   and   their   empathic
"womb-like" nature.  But a real Jewish

man  isn't  a  feral  boy  and  he  isn't  a
mother either, he is a flowing together
of the two:  a confluence of "¢chz.s"o
airrd  menschlikheit.

As much as I like to believe my life
is  influenced  by  Jewish  metaphors,  I
am  a  product  of  twentieth  century
America,  too.  My  soul  is  fllled  with
two sets of metaphors. I try hard to fill
it with a profound sense of deep Jewish
imagery  and  I  pour  that  into  a  rich
admixture  of western  images  as  well.
Any sense of who  I am has to meet a
deeper  test  of  confluence  as  well.
Therefore,  I  always  need  a  bunch  of
cross-cultural  tests.

The Lord  of the  Flies Test:
Jack,  the  antagonist,  the  leader
of the  choir  who  becomes  the
warrior chief, is the embodiment
of the  ye/zer Aa-Rc!.  He  is  a fe-
ral-child-pure boy-wolf - with a
sense of fun and a propensity to-
wards  violence.  More  wild than
evil, he is a boy who can be regu-



1ated  by  the  adult  society,  but
whose wildness flows out of con-
trol in the wildemess. He totally
lacks empathy. Piggy, the fat kid
with  the  glasses,  is   a  male-
mother  -  a  creature  of  pure
jzofeczmz.73.  He  can  give  his  all  -
but has no ability to defend  him-
self or  others.  He  can  push  no
boundaries.  Ralph,  the  hero,  is
our ideal - the flowing together
of wolf and mother. Sadly, how-
ever, even for our emerging man
with  the  best  of intentions  and
resources,  outside  forces  prove
too  much.  Remember,  this  is  a
story about boys - not real men.
It  is  pure  pa/er  power.  It  is  all
about  the  unb]ended   Adz.cJcrf  fea-
Dj.#. At the end of the story when
the English sea captain i's saying,
"One  would  have  hoped  that  a

lot  of English boys  would have
done  better"  -  the  usual  critics
take  it  as  a  statement  of how
shallow are the regiments of civi-
1ization - the  veneer of English
culture wore off quickly. But we
kmoNI be;f tyer, Lord Of the Flies .\s
the story of fourteen year olds. It
is all  about their moment of de-
velopment.   Successfully  aged
youths,  ones  who  have  leamed
to  also  honour  their   mz.dczf  Acz-
jic!feczmJ.#  would  be  different.  A
group of boys would always re-
vert  to  "wolves."  One  can  be-
1ieve  with  great  certainty  that  a
group of monks, or a team of all
male peace corps volunteers,  or,
probably, a group of 19 year old
Zionist  males  on  their  way  to
work  on  Kibbutz  would be  dif-
ferent. Men easily revert to boys
and then  to  wolves - but  given
values  and  maturity  - there  are
alternatives.

The  Peter  Pan  Test:   Peter,
too,  is  pure    Yetzer  ha-Ra  -
clearly not evil but with no sense
of others. The world is there for
his joy,  his  adventure,  his  need.
Pan's life is all happy thoughts, a
celebration  of  "Christmas,   Ice
Cream and Candy." It is all grati-
fication -all "me". He is all want
and desire.

frock,   Spielberg's  Peter  Pan
movie, is really a 77!j.drasfe on the
J.M. Barrie story (though it is, to
my  way  of thinking,  a  better
mz.drczsfe than a movie.)

Spielberg  understands  that
Captain  Hook  is  nothing  more
than the  dark  side of Peter Pan,
with the same exact lack of em-

pathy,  hardened  in  unabashed
self-aggrandizement.  Hook  and
Pan together are locked etemally
into  marking  out  their  private
boundaries  on  the  same  shared
playing field -in the endless pur-
suit of a goal called "adventure."

What   Spielberg  discovers,
however,  is that Pan becomes a
man when he gains the ability to
nurture. His "happy thought," his
ability to fly, is rooted in father-
hood.  In   Pefer  Pcz#,   there  are
three   nurturers:   Wendy   and
Tinkerbell  and Smitty.  In  fJoofr,
the  ageing  Pan  becomes  a  real
man, not through the loss of vir-
ginity,  not  through  the  fact  of
paternity,    not    through    the
achievement    of   power   and
wealth,  but  by  finding  and  af-
firming his ability to parent and
nurture. He has found his womb.
Even  the  two  great   symbols  of

American     machismo,      Sylvester
Stallone  and Arnold  Schwarzenegger,
have  found  their  image's  wombs.
Among all the bullets and punches, the
car  chases  and  the  macho  posturing,
both  of these  super-studs  have turned
their  images'  closer  to  God's  image;
they have both learned how to mentor
and  mother. Amold Schwarzenegger's
`Terminator  11'   (after  an  apprentice-

ship  as  `Kindergarten  Cop')  achieved
the  immaculate  conception,  leaming
to  nurture  the  future  Messiah.   `Last
Action  Hero',  the most recent failure,
is  the  genre's  third  attempt  to  show
that  `the  child is father to the man'.  I
haven't  had  the  heart  to  see   Burt
Reyno]ds'  `Cop  and  a  Half',  his  ver-
sion  of this  myth.  Meanwhile,  if you
recall  Sylvester Stallone's  `Rocky VI'
-you see it all, Rocky is thick-headed,
but while punching out the bad guy, he
learns  how  to  become  the  father  his
son never had. There is hope.

The basic recipe for manhood in the
Jewish  tradition  is  simple.  Take  one
cup of unabashed feral boy, the  ye/zer
%crJio and one cup of pure mother, the
yeJzer fea-roy; pour into God's image,
and allow   the elements to mingle and
gel.

Pz.rke  .4vof,   a  Talmudic  book  of
men's  "Zen"  wisdom  provides  these
directions  (4.1):

Ben Zoma said: ``To be wise
- learn how to learn from eve-
ryone, this  is what the   rorch
teaches when it says "From all
my teachers I have gained wis-
don"  (Psalms  119.99).  To be a
hero, conquer your own  ye/zer
A¢-Jt&,  this  is  what the   rorwA

tei\ches when it says ``HE WHO
IS    SLOW   TO   ANGER   IS
MORE  POWERFUL  THAN  A
HERO, AND HE WHO RIULES
HIS       OWN       SPIRIT      IS
MIGHTIER THAN ONE WHO
CONQUERS  A  CITY"   (Prow-
erbs   16.32).    To   be   rich,   be
happy with what you have, this
is what the 7or&fe teaches when
it says  WHEN  YOU  EAT  0F
THE    WORK    0F    YOUR
HANDS,  YOU  SHOULD  BE
HAPPY  AND  IT  WILL  BE
GOOD  FOR  YOU..."  (Psalms
128.2).   To  be  honoured,  hon-
our everyone else, ttiis  is what
the  ror4rrfe teaches when it says
``THOSE WHO HONOUR ME

(GOD),  I  WILL  HONOUR  (I
Samuel  2.30).
All  the  secrets  are  here:   wisdom,

power,  wealth  and  honour - they  are
all the blending of mother and boy.

In the mythos  of America,  Spencer
Tracy  knew  the  secret.  He  could  go
fist-to-fist  with  John  Wayne,  get  the
girl  Humphrey  Bogart  couldn't  score,
say he was sorry and repent, and men-
tor both  Mickey  Rooney  and  Freddie
Bartho]omew to  manhood.

Today, when Michael confessed his
stupidity, I did my best Spencer Tracy,
I made him stand like a man and take it
while  I  graded  his  paper.  After  he
scored  his  "8"  and  was  surprised,  I
made him  stand like a boy and take it
when  I  hugged  him  and  affirmed  his
abilities  and  potential  in  words  I  had
learned from Rabbi Cohanl

NOTE
*  God  created  man  in  His  image,   in

God's  image  He  created  him,  Male  and
Female He created them: The passage here
is  a  chiasmus,  a  reflexive  (ABC-CBA)
pattern  followed  by  a  direct  echo.  The
first  two   phrases   form  the   chiasmus
(a,)va'Yivrah  (b)   Elohim   et   ha-Adain
(c,)b'tzalmo-(c,)b'fzelem      (b)Elohim
(a)BczraA  o/c).  The  last  phrase  is  a  direct
echo   of  the  middle  phrase:(x)b '/ze/e/7!
Elohim   (y)Barah    (z)o[o-(x)Zachar
U 'N 'kevah (y)Barah (z.)Otam. A chi2rsrITus
is  a device for attracting  attention;  it is  a
literary pattern which for listeners accom-
plishes  what a  highlighter does  for read-
ers. It emphasizes the last clause. We lean
by  comparing  the  last  two  phrases,  that
b'tzelem Elohim (God:'s Tmzlge) --Zachar
u'IV'ketJaA    (Male  and  Female)  and  that
o/o  (him/man)  =  o/czm  (them/people)

Joel  Lurie  Grishaver  !.s  a  JettJisA   Wrzter,
Teacher,  and  Cartoonist.  He  is  a  co-owner  o.i
Torah  Aura  Productions  and  the  Alof  Design
Group and an adjunctfiaculty member Of the Uni-
versity  o.i Judaism.  He  lives  and  works  in  Los
Angeles.
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Conf inued from page  1 5

ter, because there is no-one to do it for.
We are lonely because travel is threat-
ening, particularly in the dark, because
contemporaries  are  no  longer  around
and  because  younger  people  seem  to
be  too  busy to  spend  much  time  with
uS.

M is for MIDDLE-AGED, which we
all  are  after we  have  been  young  and
before we get old at about 80. We hold
onto  it  for  as  long  as  possible,  for  it
offers the chance of being accepted as
an active pallicipant rather than a pas-
sive  recipient.  Age  is  as  old  as  you
feel. If you want to be young, be young.
By  the  time  we  get  to  60  or  70,  we
ought to have decided how we want to
behave.  We  want  to  believe  that  we
can remain in charge of our own lives.
M is for MUSIC  and MEMORIES  in-
tertwined in a sad, sweet, nostalgic tap-
estry, and for MONEY that most of us
are  short of as  we  age.  Life  would be
easier if we knew  how  long  we  were
going to live.  As  it is,  we tend to eke
out  our resources,  holding onto a nest
egg  we  may  never  live  to  spend.  We
spread the butter thin and worry.

N  is  for  NIGHT  which  is  long  or
very  long,  when  things  always  seem
worse.  There  is  in  even the  most sam-
guine, a nagging fear of being taken ill
or  dying  alone  in  the  dark.  Will  it  be
quick? How long before we are found?
N is also for NAUGHTY, more usually
associated  with  the  young,  but  oldies
need  attention,  too.  It  is  a  shame  that
defying  authority  is  one  of  the  only
ways in which we get noticed.

0  is  for  OPPORTUNITY  TAKEN
and MISSED.  It only knocks once for
the young so we wrinklies should never
ignore  it.  0  is  for  OLD  which  others
say we are.  It is sometimes difficult to
believe  that  the  old  face  reflected  in
the mirror or the  stooped figure jn the
shop window is really me.

P is for PIGHEADED, which we all
should be from time to time.  It is easy
to be persuaded that we have a respon-
sibility  to  fit  into  the  pattern  of other
people's  lives.  Our  real  responsibility
is  to  be  involved  enough  to  plan  our
own lives and meet our own needs. P is
also for PRIDE  which may,  arguably,
be the worst of sins. We are none of us
better  than  the  angels.   It  sometimes
takes a fall to bring us to our senses. P
is for PARTNERS, whom we often do
not  fully  value  until  they  are  gone.  If
life  is  not going well,  it  is  easy to  let
things slip and ignore opportunities to
put them right. P is also for the PAST,
which seems rosier in retrospect, while
the future looms grey.
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Q  is  for  the  QUALITY  OF  LIFE,
which  tends  to  deteriorate  unless  we
make  strenuous  efforts  to  maintain  it,
and for the QUARTER (25%) of Jews
who  are  over the  age  of 65  and  look
forward to the future with a mixture of
three  quarters anxiety  and one  quarter
hopeful expectation. Because there are
so many of us, there is already a rela-
tive  shortage  of  resources.   It  makes
sense for younger people to set up ap-
propriate agencies, so that they will be
in place for them when they need them.
Q is for THE RED QUEEN who daily,
before breakfast, thought of six impos-
sible things. You may find our dream-
ing  unrealistic.  We  find  it  a  way  of
coping with  life.

R  is  for  RETIREMENT  that  often
lasts a long,  long time.  We sometimes
view  it  through  rose  coloured  specta-
cles, without acknowledging the inevi-
table  adjustment  difficulties.  Perhaps
we  would all  be better prepared if we
had a few pre-retirement sessions. R is
for RELATIONSHIPS, which are par-
ticularly  precious  to   wrinklies.   RE-
PAIR is usually better than REPLACE-
MENT because new ones are not easy
to  make.  It  is  never too  late  to  make
something a bit better,  but  it  is  some-
times difficult to make the first move.

S  is  for  SIGNS  OF  AGEING,  for
which  we  watch  and  wait.  We  know
that  the  liver  spots  on  the  hands,  the
pain in the knees and the sound of our
hearts  pounding  are  waning  signals.
Because   `losing  our  marbles'   is  the
worst  fear of all,  we  try to  memorise
phone  numbers  and  wony  when  we
can't remember names and faces.  S  is
for the  STATUS  we have  lost,  for the
SIGNIFICANCE  that  we  no  longer
seem  to  have  and  for the  SENSE  OF
SELF we must hold onto at all cost.

T is for the TONE OF  VOICE that
changes for the old - a cross between
patronising   and  pity.   And  for  the
TREATMENT that is too often related
to  age  rather than  need.  T  is  also  for
TOUCH  and  TENDERNESS  which
everyone  needs.  We  acknowledge  ba-
bies' failure to thrive for lack of physi-
cal contact, but deny the similar depri-
vation  that  older  people  suffer.   We
don't  see  many  people,  so  we  often
TALK too much when someone swims
into range. Because our world becomes
smaller, we find less interesting things
to say and we repeat ourselves because
we  can't  remember  exactly  what  we
said last time.

U is for UNSELFISH and UNPRE-
TENTIOUS, which we all are, but also
for  UNHELPFUL  and  UNGRATE-
FUL, which doesn't apply to us or to

me. The problem is that we very often
see ourselves quite differently from the
way others see us. We swing from be-
1ieving  that  we  have  the  right  to  be
cantankerous when we feel  cantanker-
ous,  to  being  sorry  for  ourselves  be-
cause  we  have  to  dance  to  someone
else's  tune.   Thank  heavens   we  no
longer  have  the  indignity  of  a  pink
bow  in  our  hair  and  being  told  how
nice we look.

V  is  for VOLUNTEERING,  a way
of forgetting our own problems and of
focusing for even a short time on some-
one  else's  needs and doing something
to  help.  It  is  a  good  way  of meeting
new  people  who  do  not  regard  us  as
`poor old things'. V is for being VAL-

UED  and  VALUING  ourselves.  Once
we  lose  our role,  or only get  wheeled
out on rare occasions to be  `my aunt',
`my  uncle'  or  `my  grandparent',  it's

easy to lose our real sense of worth.
W  is  for  WIDOWHOOD.  When  it

arrives,  and it comes  sooner than  you
think, it is usually worse than you im-
agined.  If you have been happily mar-
ried,  the  sudden  loss  of  companion-
ship,   intimacy  and  love,  both  love
given and love received, may at times
seem  too hard to bear.  Even  if things
were less than good, not having some-
one  around  can  be  unexpectedly  de-
pressing.  W  is  for  the  WORLD  that
gets  smaller  as  we  age.  It  is  also  for
WITHDRAWING, which is one of the
ways  we  come  to  terms  with  our  im-
pending death. It is painful to leave too
much behind.

X is the unknown factor which, to a
certain extent, we create for ourselves.
Not  everyone  gets  their just  desserts
when they age, but reaping and sowing
are in some measure related.

Y  is  for  YOU,  whom  most  of the
time  I  love.  I  view you with exaspera-
tion because you, like me, continue to
make the same mistakes over and over
again  and  rarely  learn  from  them.   I
view  you  with  gratitude,  because  you
are all so different and I am constantly
reminded  that  we  are  all  capable  of
almost anything. I view you with hope,
because ultimately I trust you individu-
ally to deal kindly and sympathetically
with those  of us who  are  old and get-
ting older. I know I can depend on you,
because you too will be old one day.

That is, I think, a good place to end,
so I'm ignoring Z .

Dr. Wendy Greengross wcrs 6om !.# £o#doH j.#
1925. Her distinguished career has encompassed
the  roles  o.i medical  practitioner,  medical  con-
sultant lo the National Marriage Guidance Coun-
cil,  lecturer at Leo  Baeck College, broadcaster.
author, wi.fie and mother.
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THE CHIMNEY THAT CHILLS

James Hyman
T!e following  article is a revised version Of a BBC World Service programme fiirst broadcast .in
March 1992. It was one Of a series of six programmes fior `Words Of Faith', in each Of which I

loo_Red at a single artist and concentrated on a specif ilc theme. It was cur.ious talking about

pictures or the radio, trying to make them come alive to an audience. In writing the Kitaj
p_ro?ramme, it seemed an appropriate metaphor f tor this blindness to begin with a pa.inting that
had not even lef i the artist's studio and which had received no public visib.il.ity whatsoever. This

picture app_e_:rs.:bove and on the cover. Readers may be interested to note that a retrospective Of
Kitaj's work will be held at the Tatefirom June I 5th to Se|}tember 4th,1994.

o:a°:_g¥ncs::N:I:e:o'{]t:.eTK;t:eHa:
1932), the artist showed me a remark-
able  new painting.  Large  and brightly
coloured,  it commemorates the artist's
marriage  ceremony.  The  setting  is the
oldest  Spanish  and  Portuguese  Syna-
gogue in London,   Bevis Marks.  In the
centre   of  the   picture,   under   the
Cfec!pparfe,   stand  Kitaj   and  his  bride,
fellow  painter  Sandra  Fischer.   Sur-
rounding   them   are   some   of  their
friends.  They  provide  a  role  call   of
soine of England's most famous paint-
ers.  We  are  shown  Lucian  Freud,  the
grandson of Sigmund Freud, the father
of psychiatry,  Frank  Auerbach,  an  or-
phaned  Jewish  refugee  from  Berlin;
and  Leon  Kossoff,  the  son  of Russian
Jewish immigrants. To one side, wear-
ing  his  borrowed  skull  cap,  is  Kitaj's
best man, his close friend since student
days   in   the   early   sixties,    David
Hockney.

The paintiiig  is a joyful  celebration
of all that Kitaj holds dear - a declara-
tion  of love  and  friendship  and  a  eel-
ebration of the worlds of painting and
Judaism.  But  it is more than this.  The
varied origins of its subjects suggest a
cosmopolitanism,   whilst  the   identity
of the  main  figures  as  Jews  takes  us
towards  one  of Kitaj's great passions,
the  experience  of the  Jew  outside  Is-
rael,  the  experience  of the  Jew  in  the
Diaspora,  in dispersal.
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Kitaj,  one  of  the  most  erudite  of
artists,  has   spent  much   of  the  last
twenty years exploring Jewish history,
especially  Jewish  identity  outside   Is-
rael. Brought up in an assimilated secu-
lar  environment  in  Cleveland,  Ohio,
he  has  the  zeal  of the  born-again,  or
what  he  has  described  as  the  "new-
Jew". This is a passion grounded above
all   in  a  thirst  for  Jewish  culture,  an
identification   with   figures   such   as
Kafl{a  and  a  fascination  with  Jewish
intellectuals   such   as   the   scholar,
Gershom  Scholem.

Kitaj's  paintings  and  the  commen-
taries that he often writes as an accom-
paniment form one of the most moving
bodies  of work to  deal  with  twentieth
century Jewish experience.  It certainly
stands out in the field of the visual arts.
In   1989  Kitaj  wrote  what  he  cal]ed  a
"First   Diasporist   Manifesto."   More

personal credo than rallying cry, it was
a touching attempt  to address his own
identity and sense of place as a Jew in
the Diaspora.  In it  Kitaj  explains:

`Diaspora  is  most  often  associ-

ated  with  Jews  and  their two  thou-
sand-year  old  scattering  among  the
nations  (longer  by  other  accounts).
Exile...  has  become  a  way  of life -
and    death    -    consonant    with
Jewishness  itself,   even  though   Is-
rael  is  reborn...  I  think  that  memo-
ries,  events  and  beliefs  are  sacred
dreams  for  paintings  and  so  the
mode  of  my  life  is  translated  into
pictures. '

Kitaj  is  a  daring  painter,  a  painter
unafraid  to   scrutinise   his   religious
make-up  and  unafraid  to  address  the
troubling  questions,  such  as  the  rela-
tionship  between  Diaspora  Jewry  and
Israel, the tensions between immigrant
and  host  culture,  and the  significance,
today,   of  the   Holocaust.   Exploring
what  makes  one   a  Jew  at  all   Kitaj
wrote:   "After  almost  a  lifetime  as  a
painter, my painting thoughts begin to
dwell on whether or not the Jews are a
nation, or a state of mind, or what they
are;  among  the  answers  lies  an  aes-
thetic, I sometimes think, which drives
me  in   style  and  uncertainty  towards
that  shore.  Many,  but  not  all,  of my
recent pictures and good intentions are
stacked in that leaking rowboat whose
oars I pull  excitedly, fearful of sinking
in unknown waters."

Pall  of  Kitaj's  daring  comes  from
his  chosen  medium.  In  thinking  about
work that addresses the Holocaust one
tends to think of literature, such as the
writing of Primo Levi, or poetry, nota-
bly the verse  of Paul  C6lan.  There  are
few  painters  who  have  been  able  to
address  twentieth  century  Jewish  ex-
perience  with  anything  approaching
Kitaj's  sophistication  and  even  fewer
who have been able to find something
positive, even redemptive, in the expe-
rience which they address.

For  what  is  so  impressive   about
Kitaj 's paintings is that they are, above
all, a celebration of the vigour of Jew-
ish  intellectual  thought.  They  provide
a  kaleidoscope  of popular and  arcane
references with  a wide range of often
oblique quotations. These have ranged
from  early  scholars  like  the  Rabbis
Akiva  and  Hillel,  through  the  mysti-
cism of the  Kabbcz/crfe  to pre-war mid-
d]e  European  life  and  thought.   Kitaj
does  not just  commemorate  an  intel-
lectual  milieu  shattered  by  the  Nazis.
By picking up the pieces, by returning
to the great writers of the mid century,
Kitaj   implicitly  celebrates  their  con-
tinuing  vigour.   Kitaj   is  preoccupied
with  this  Twentieth  Century  World,
the  world  of the  scientist  Albert  Bin-
stein,  the  writer  and  theorist  Walter
Benjamin  and  the  religious  philoso-

pher Martin Buber.
But  underlying  Kitaj's  enthusiasm

is  a  spirit  moulded  by  events.  Kitaj  is
by  no  means  blind  to  the  black  shad-
ows    and    dark    clouds     cast    by
Auschwitz's chimneys. The Holocaust
is never far off. Kitaj has written: "Af-
ter  1945,  the  world  changed  for  the
Jews.   If  your  world  changes,  your
paintings  change.  Your hand,  charged
by  heart  and  mind,  goes  at  its task  in
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new ways...  After  1945...Jewish paint-
ing has new things to face, events never
faced  before,  a  profoundly  different
world view, an art to remodel."

But Kitaj  does  not just use the wire
fences,  the  towers  and  railway  tracks
as general images of the Holocaust.  He
has gone further than this in his search
for a specific symbol to stand for Jew-
ish  suffering,  a  symbol  with  the  po-
tency for the Jew that the Cruciflxion,
has for the Christian. The chimney be-
comes  an icon,  a symbol  of the  Sfeocrfe.
Often it appears either as a shape or a
silhouette.

By  using  the  chimney  as  a  symbol,
Kitaj  avoids crude graphic depiction in
his attempts to face the facts of Jewish
experience.  The  chimney  becomes  a
metaphor not just  for the  suffering  of
the Jews but for the horror of this age
of  the   innocent   victim.   But   Kitaj
achieves far more than this, something
which  takes  his  work  onto  another,
even  more  significant  level.  As  with
the  Crucifixion  for  the  Christian,   so
the chimney, for Kitaj, is not simply an
icon  of suffering.  Kitaj's great contri-
bution, and it is a remarkable one, is to
lead  us  beyond  the  tragedy.  The  fact
that  Kitaj   is  able  to  be  so  positive
makes  his  work  not just  touching  but
inspiring.

For  in   Kitaj's  hands  the  chimney
becomes an image of redemption. Kitaj
has explained that: "According to Mar-
tin  Buber,  the  innermost  meaning  of
the Holocaust was a message from God
for a turning  and a renewal.  I  thought
that  the  message  from  God  had  not
reached  me  yet  but  since  my  art  has
turned and renewed itself, maybe I got
the message after all."

Kitaj   undoubtedly  has  a  thirst  for
knowledge.  But he is never simply an
archaeologist.  He has a fascination for
history  but  he  is  never  merely  con-
cemed  with  uncovering  a  buried  cut-
ture.  Kitaj  succeeds  in  going  beyond
merely    representing    a    lost    age.
Through  his  passion  he  recreates  and
rejuvenates  a  culture.

Kitaj's  achievement  is  in  showing
his tradition as a vital  presence,  some-
thing  of continuing  relevance  and  po-
tency.  His  painting  shines  like  a  bea-
con  through  the  heavy  clouds  cast  by
the   Holocaust.   We  look  back,   with
Kitaj,  in  sorrow perhaps, but in joy as
well.
James Hymen was born in London in  1967. He
is an art historian and was Curator o.f the British
Council  exhibition  "British  Figurative  Painting

Of the Twentieth Cenlury" which was held at the
Israel  Museum, Jerusalem  (1992-3).  He  is  pres-
ently completing a  Ph.D.  at the Courlauld  lns[i-
lule.
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NEW LIGHT ON
OLD TALES

John Barton
BIBLE LIVES, by Jonathan  Magonet.
SCM Press London 1992, ppl48, £9.95
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cal  story,  the  little  Israelite  girl  who
was  captured by the  Syrians  (2  Kings
5).   Because  she  told  Naaman's  wife
about the prophet  in  Israel  who  could
cure diseases, Naaman, the commander
of the Syrian army, was able to go and
be healed by Elisha. We were told that
this story had a moral: we should seek
the good of our fellow men and women
even  if they  had  done  us  ham.  The
slave-girl,  by  acting  in  this  way,  be-
came   God's   instrument   to   bring
Naaman  healing  and,  indeed,  conver-
sion to the one true God (2 Kings 5 : 17).

That is how a biblical story was used
in  a  Christian   Sunday  school   in  the
1950s, and I doubt if it would be much
different now.  This  way of unpacking
the  moral   meaning  of  Bible  stories
goes back deep into Jewish tradition. It
is one of the things Christians retained,
when they broke their links with Juda-
ism in the first century.

Bringing out the meaning of a story
can  be  done  badly,  and  we  have  all
winced  at  hearing  a  subtle  story  re-
duced to a trite  `moral'. But it can also
be  done  well,  by trying to  understand
the  complexity  of the  Bible's  charac-
ters,  and  letting  that  illuminate  the
complexity  of our  own  lives.  That  is
what Jonathan  Magonet sets out to do
in  Bj.b/e Lz.1;es.  He does not reduce the
biblical  stories  to  truisms,  but  shows
how they speak to the  deepest springs
of joy and sorrow in us all.

Most of the studies of biblical `1ives'
collected  here  began  as  articles  in  a
series in the Jew.sfe Cfero#z.c/e. But two
are sermons delivered at Bendorf, Ger-
many,  during  Jewish-Christian  `Bible
weeks'.   And  there  are  two    Pc/r;."
spz.e/s,  mercilessly  sending  up  profes-
sional  Bible  scholars  -  a joy  to  read,
though  I  have  to  admit,  as  one  of the
people  the  author  could  have  in  his
sights, that I began to plot a parodistic
`Bible Life' by way of retaliation!

In  principle,  there  was  nothing  in
these  `readings  between  the  lines'  of
biblical stories that felt strange or alien
to me, as a Christian -nothing to make
me   feel,   `Is  this  the   same   Bible   I
study?'  But there  are  features  seldom
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encountered  in  the  books  Christians
write about the Bible. I would pick out
just two that may be less familiar, and
hence  specially  fascinating  and  chal-
1enging to  Christian readers.

The  first  feature  is  the  book's  hu-
mour -  but  not just  the  humour,  the
combj.#crfj.o# of humour with deep seri-
ousness  and,   often,   deep   sadness.
Christians will  sense in the mixture of
gravity  and  levity  a  feeling  of being
free  to  make jokes  within  the  family,
which  Christians  tend  both  to  disap-
prove of and to  envy.  Magonet brings
an  insight  into  the  characters  of  the
Bible which gives him the right to poke
fun at them, too.

Few books on the Bible have a fun-
nier  line  than  the  footnote  on  p.   125:
`Onomastically,  On  [see Num.16:1]  is

seemingly  related  to  Onan  [see  Gen.
38:9],  likewise  a  seminal  flgure'.  But
alongside it,  in a chapter on the tanta-
lizing characters who appear for just a
few  verses  and  then  vanish,  Magonet
comments on Palti ben Laish, who lost
his wife to David as part of a political
deal.  2  Sam.  3:15-16  tells  us  simply,
`Ishbosheth sent and took her (Michal)

from her husband Paltie], son of Laish.
But her husband went with her, weep-
ing  after  her  all  the  way  to  Bahurim.
Then  Abner  said,  "Go!  Retum!"  and
he     returned.'      This,      comments
Ma8Onet,

`is  one  of those  remarkable

subversive  moments  when  the
Bible  forces  us  to  look  at  the
dark  side  of our  heroes,  to  ask
what  really  matters  and  what
price  may  legitimately  be  paid.
Palti loses his fairy-tale princess,
but  for  one  brief  moment  he
helps  turn  our perception  of the
world inside out.'  (p.  91)
If you can feel the tragedy of Michal

and Palti, you are entitled to enjoy the
story  of On  ben  Pelet,  who  seems  to
have  fallen  through  a  gap  in  reality -
but I won't spoil the joke:  see pp.120-
7.

Secondly,   Magonet   draws   inven-
tively on rabbinic commentary - as in
his earlier book .4 jt¢bbj. 's Bz.b/e (SCM
Press,  London,   1991).  I  cannot  know
how familiar all this material will be to
Jewish readers  in  detail - obviously  it
won't be new to them in general terms.
It will  certainly be new to most of the
Christian readers for whom SCM Press
caters.  People  like  myself,  who  teach
the  Bible  professionally,  have  to  read
midrash and, to some exSeut,  Talmud,
but if we are not Jews, we seldom feel
we have got it properly in perspective
-  indeed,  the  dangerous  moment  is

probably  when  we  think  we  have.
Magonet has an unerring feel for which
rabbinic  comment  will  be  appropriate
and when. There are particularly good
examples in the chapter on Esther (pp.
80-8),  which  is  certainly  not  a   P#rz.in
spiel.

But  there  is  more  to be  said.  Bj.b/e
Lj.vex  also  belongs  in  a  continuing  de-
bate  in  the  world  of biblical  scholar-
ship,  a  debate  in  which  the  protago-
nists  cannot  be  identified  as  Jews  or
Christians, but more as `historical' crit-
ics  and  `literary'  critics.  The  debate  is
about the way biblical texts  should be
understood  and  interpreted.  The  `his-
torical-critical'  view goes back  a cou-
plc  of  centuries.  After  the  European
Enlightenment,    biblical     scholars
turned away from the commentaries of
the  rabbis  and  of the  church  fathers,
and began to ask questions about what
the Bible had meant when jt was writ-
ten - as opposed to what later genera-
tions  had taken  it to  mean.  They  also
asked how the text had been composed,
and often argued that what now looked
like  unified  books  had  been  put  to-
gether  from  pre-existing  sources.  The
famous   -   or   notorious   -   `Graf-
Wellhausen hypothesis' about the Pen-
tateuch argued that the  `books  of Mo-
ses' resulted from the weaving together
of four separate  and  in"r#cz//}; co#fra-
dz.cfory documents - and said that this
process  was  not  complete  until  well
into  the  Second  Temple  period.  This
was,  and is,  outrageous to more tradi-
tionally-minded  Jews  and  Christians
alike.  But  it  had  tuned  into  an  ac-
cepted  position  in  technical   biblical
study by the middle of this century.

The  literary  style  of biblical  study,
developed  in  the  last  twenty  years  or
so, has taken  its cue not from this his-
torical  study,  but from  secular literary
criticism.  Instead  of taking the  text to
pieces, it tries to demonstrate how uni-
fied it really is. The most accomplished
exponent of this new literary criticism
of the  Bible is Robert Alter,  Professor
of Hebrew and Comparative Literature
at Berkeley,  California. Together with
Frank Kermode, of Cambridge, he ed-•Tted  The  Literary  Guide  to  the  Bible.

an attempt to reorientate biblical study
in the new literary direction. Contribu-
tors included both Christians and Jews,
and  some  who  are  neither.  Most  peo-
ple  think   the   historical-critical   ap-
proach  and  the  literary  approach  are
completely  incompatible,  and  the  at-
mosphere of debate could not be called
cordial.

Jonathan  Magonet has  a  firm  grasp
of  both  types  of  biblical   study,  but
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clearly his sympathies are with the lit-
erary  critics.  In  his  reading of biblical
books  he  often  argues  that  they  are
superbly   well   designed.   What  nine-
teenth-century  scholars  took to  be  in-
consistencies are really features of bib-
lical  style.  If a  biblical  character  says
the  same thing twice  in  almost identi-
cal words, that isn't because the author
has  spliced together two older stories.
The  slight  change  of wording  is  sig-
nificant - indeed, it is often the clue to
the whole meaning of the story.

This line of argument is attractive to
many readers of the Bible today. Jew-
ish  interpreters  are  drawn  to  it,  per-
haps,  because  it  bears  strong  resem-
blances to rabbinic exegesis. For all its
newness, I think it may almost feel like
a  return to  tradition,  after a  couple  of
centuries of wandering in a desert cre-
ated by German rationalism. But many
Christians  also  like  it,  for similar rea-
sons:  it  makes  the  commentaries  of
ancient church  fathers and the leaders
of  the  Reformation  usable  again.   I
think  it  has  a  great  future,  appealing
equally to  literary  critics and to those
who love the Bible in both Jewish and
Christian  traditions.  I  hope  it  will  not
drive out the critical questioning about
the Bible's meaning and origin, which
all  who  acknowledge  these  books  as
Scripture  need  to  confront.   We  can
give ourselves too easy a ride when we
read the  Bible,  if we treat the puzzles
and  problems  it  throws  up  as just  an
occasion for papering over the cracks.
But  I also do believe that the world is
large  enough  to  include  both  sorts  of
biblical   study  and   I   salute  Jonathan
Magonet's  contribution  to  the  literary
variety.  No  one  can  read   Bz.b/e  Lz.veg
without seeing familiar texts  in a new
light. And, like all true interpreters, he
recognizes that in the end it is the text,
not  the  interpreter,  that  must  call  the
tune:

` .... though we interpret it for our-

selves  and  our  own  contemporary
`audience',  we  have  still  to  be  tnie

to the text itself, to talk to it, and not
just  about  it - or it  might also  get
bored  with  us.   Perhaps  that's  an-
other  explanation  of  the  Rabbinic
idea  that   `the  text  never  loses  its
plain meaning',  however fanciful  or
important the  interpretation  we give
it.  We have to  respect the  source of
our  music  if  we  want  to  play  for
others'|

John Btuton  is Oriel  & Laing Pro.fiessor Of [he
Interpretation Of Holy Scripture in the University

Of Oxf;ord.  His  books  include  Ret.di\ng the Old
Testament //984J, Oracles of God: Perceptions
of Ancient Pro|)hecy in Judaism after the Exile
//986/,  People of the Book?  //988/, a#c7 What
is the Bible? //P9/J.
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DING DONG SOLEMNLY IN SHOOL
The,r.? ?:e f i.ew I?pics more I.i.kely t? kindle Jeyish pass.Ions than the place Of music in the synagogue.Dr. Walter Loeb.Ins?nt us a_ d.i.scus5ion_ pgper t_h_at he prepared f tor Buikhurs{ Hill Ref arm S;nag-og-ue.

Vivienne Bellos, the Reform Movement's Music Consultant, respon-ds.

UNISON
FROM        THE        VERY

beginnings        of       religious
worship, prayers were probably

chanted. Only very recently, as Jewish
history goes, has this chanting evolved
into  distinctive  tunes,   with  cantors,
choirs and  accompaniment.

Music bestows these benefits:
*it  beautifies  the  service  and  avoids
monotony;
*it  imparts  an  additional  dimension
and emphasis to certain prayers;
Kit  synchronizes  the  words,  giving
congregants  a  feeling  of  `together-
ness';
*familiar  tunes  bestow  on  the  wor-
shipper a  sense  of security  and  confi-
dence,  of  `belonging'  to  the  commu-
nity.
*it  is  far  easier  to  sing  in  a  foreign
language than to speak it.

If we accept these aims and benefits
of the music  during  services,  then the
melodies should have two characteris-
tics.  They  should  be  familiar,  tradi-
tional tunes. The frequent introduction
of new music is unsettling.

And the melodies should be sung in
unison.   This  enables  congregants  to
pick  up  the  melody  and  to  join  in.
Against that, a choir which  `performs'
in four-part harmony will induce many
congregants  to  sit  back  and  listen  in
silence.  In  practice,  unison  singing  is
the  only  option available to most pro-
gressive  congregations,  apart  from  a
few  large  and  affluent  communities
who  are  able  to  afford  a professional
conductor  and  an  adequate  four-part
choir.

When thf3   Sheliah  Tzibbur,  who
leads  the  prayers,  also  leads  the  sing-
ing,  or a cantor is employed,  then the
singing will, of necessity, be in unison
and the choice of tunes will not present
a major problem.

A  choir,  on the  other hand,  will  in-
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Walter Loebl

evitably  be  in  direct  conflict  with  the
purposes   of  congregational   singing.
Choirs  aspire  to  sing  in  harmony  and
to  concert-style  renditions.  To  sustain
their  satisfaction  and  involvement,  di-
verse  tunes  will  be  used  for the  same
text  and  new  melodies  will  be  intro-
duced  regularly.   The  possible  inclu-
sion of solo singers can cause envy and
embarrassment.  As  well,  conducting
four-part music may be beyond the ca-
pacity of an otherwise competent ama-
teur conductor.

These  considerations   argue   very
strongly  for  singing  traditional  melo-
dies in unison, whether led by `cantor'
or choir.  An  organ is also required.  A
soft  instrument,  that  does  not  turn
congregants  from  singers  to  listeners,
will suffice to maintain pitch. It should
have  electronic  transposition,  to  suit
singers'  voices and help the accompa-
nist.

Most melodies that  are  sung  in  Re-
form synagogues originate in the tradi-
tional  Ashkenazi   `Orthodox'   liturgy.
The Reform service, on the other hand,
is   spoken   in   the   modern   Hebrew
Sephardi  pronunciation  and  accentua-
tion.

Changing    the    sung    text    from
Ashkenazi to modem Sephardi pronun-
ciation  is  easy  but  converting  the  ac-
cented  syllables  causes  major  altera-
tions  to  the  melody.   If the  choir  at-
tempts  to  effect  this  `reform',  it  con-
fuses  the  congregation  and  can  easily
cause considerable resentment.  It does
not work. Such are the difficulties that,
even in Israel, where Hebrew is spoken
in the modem Sephardi pronunciation,
the traditional  melodies in progressive
synagogues  are  still   sung  in  the  old

Ashkenazi  mode.
Another  important  consideration  is

the speed of singing.  It is a question of
taste  and  of local  custom.  In  Reform
services,   we   normally   speak   our
prayers  slowly  to  enable  those  whose
Hebrew  is  less  fluent  to  follow.  Our
singing should not be much slower than
that  -  but  in  some  synagogues  it  is
traditionally  almost  dirge-like.  These
melodies    should   undoubtedly   be
speeded up.  Nor is there any justifica-
tion  for the habit of slowing down al-
most to a stop,  even when the singing
ends in the middle of a sentence.

Without  sheet music,  the choir will
waste much effort in trying to memo-
rize  the  exact tunes  and  accentuation.
Individual marks in the margins of the
prayer book are inadequate. Sheet mu-
sic,  with  phonetic  spelling  of the  He-
brew  words  underneath  the  musical
notes  as English  syllables,  will  ensure
an unequivocal, correct version of uni-
form singing. The use of sheet music is
easy  to  learn.  Even  complete  novices
take  only  a  few  minutes  to  grasp  the
different  length-values  of  notes,  and
whether  the  following  note  is  rising,
the  same,  or  falling.  The  concept  of
beats and bars and a few other simple
musical  instructions  are  rapidly  mas-
tered.

It  is  essential  to  invest  time,  effort
and money in good quality sheet music
for  every  chorister,  written  out  fully,
including the repeats and clearly,  with
the  amateur singer in  mind.  The  dou-
ble  stave  line  of the  accompaniment
should not appear on the  singer's mu-
sic  sheets.  This  avoids  confusion,  and
also reduces the bulk, weight and cost
of the music folders by two thirds.

Good  singing  during  services  obvi-
ously  depends  on  adequate  communi-
cation  and sufflcient preparation.  Har-
monious  cooperation  'Detween  rabbi,
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ritual  committee and choir is essential.
Choristers must be involved in deci-

sions that relate to their duties, and the
musical  requirements  of each  service
must be  co-ordinated  in advance.

Adequate rehearsal time is essential,

particularly  for  amateurs.  The  weeks
prior  to  the  High  Holydays  coincide
with the summer holidays, with erratic
attendance.

New   sheet  music   from  whatever
source  must  be  meticulously  checked
before it is introduced.  Corrections by
the choristers during rehearsals are use-
less.

The synagogue service is greatly en-
hanced  by  singing.  The  musical  plan-
ning  and  execution  involve  a  number
of people  and  affect  many  others.   It
requires  careful  weighing  of the  vari-
ous  factors  and  options before  an  ap-
propriate format is agreedl

Dr. V\ldrler Loe" graduated .i irom the Hadassah
Medical   School   in   Jerusalem   and   is   the
Honourary Consullanl Rheumalologist at Barnet
General   Hospital.   He  lectures  on  the  Second
Temple Period at the adult education programme
Of KEDEM, the  Eastern Counties  Association Of
Progressive Synagogues. He was for a number Of
years  a  member  o.f the  choir  at  the  SW  Essex
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HARMONY
Viv Bellos

I    AGREE    WHOLEHEARTEDLY
with  Dr.   Loebl  that  careful  thought
should be given to the use of music in
religious  services.   I   also  agree   with
many  of  his  points,  most  especially,
with  the   suggestion  that  his  paper
should  be  used  as  a  basis  for  discus-
sion,  ideally by a synagogue council.

But there  are  some  statements  with
which  I  disagree  strongly  and  others
which  are  clearly  a  matter  of choice,
with no right or wrong.

His  first  statement  that  "only  very
recently,  as  Jewish  history  goes,  has
this  chanting  evolved  into  distinctive
tunes  with  cantors,  choirs and  accom-
paniment"  is erroneous.  We have evi-
dence  from  the  Bible  that  the  music
played in the Temple in Jerusalem con-
sisted of an orchestra of a minimum of
twelve  players   using   a   variety   of
stringed,  wind  and  percussive  instru-
ments and a choir,  also of a minimum
of twelve men.  Although after the de-
struction  of  the  Second  Temple,  in-
struments were banned from the syna-
gogue, singing has always, in one form
or another, been an integral part of the
Jewish  service.

Dr.  Loebl  would  like  the  melodies
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we   sing  to  be  familiar,   traditional
tunes. By this one assumes he refers to
the large wealth of German, nineteenth
century   compositions  by   Lewand-
owski,  Sulzer  and  the  like.  However,
within   that   large  repertoire,   `tradi-
tional' will depend on where you grew
up. What may be familiar to one mem-
ber  of a  Reform  community  may  be
`new'   to   another.   Each   synagogue

builds up its own "z.#feczg (custom) ritu-
ally  and  musically.   If  one  does   not
allow for variety in both areas then the
congregation becomes lazy and this, in
turn, leads to stagnation from constant
repetition.  Because of the great wealth
of Jewish  liturgical  music,  choir lead-
ers have a responsibility to make some
of this available to their congregations.
The  frequent  introduction of new mu-
sic  can  be  unsettling.   But  surely  no
choir member relishes the  prospect  of
singing exactly the same settings in ten
years  time?  Frequent  is  a  quantitative
term.  At  The  North  Western  Refomi
Synagogue   I  try  to  introduce  a  new
setting  every  two  months.  I  have  my
critics,  but  when  a  piece  obviously
does  not  catch  on,   I   scrap  it.  Other
pieces  become  `traditional'  in  a  very
short time.

Probably the most often argued point
relating  to   music  in  the  services  is
whether the  singing  should be  in  uni-
son  or  parts.  Dr.  Loebl  thinks  that  it
should  be  in  unison  and  I,  of course,
prefer four or three parts.  His assump-
tion that it is the only option available
to  small  congregations  is  firmly  re-
buffed by such communities as Milton
Keynes with a four part amateur quin-
tet,  and  Maidenhead,  which  boasts  an
excellent  small  four part  choir.  These
choirs  attend  all  the  music  events  at
The  Stemberg Centre for Judaism and
get a great deal of enjoyment and satis-
faction  from  their achievement.  Sing-
ing only in unison dampens the enthu-
siasm  of  good  amateur  singers  who
enjoy  the  challenge  of  part  singing.
Obviously,  whether to  sing  in  unison
or  parts  depends  on  the  forces  avail-
able to each synagogue and not on the
size of the congregation.

The role of the choir in a community
fulfils  other  needs  apart  from  leading
the  musical  part of the  service.  It  is a
means of members giving of their time
and energy to the synagogue in a way
they enjoy and can be a source of pride
for the  congregation,  especially  when
visitors  compliment  the  music.  Sing-
ing in four parts means that an organ is
not  essential  and  in  all  the  music  we
sing, the organ merely doubles the vo-
cal  parts  and  does  not  have  an  inde-

pendent harmonic part.
The    argument    for    using    the

Ashkenazi stresses in the Hebrew when
singing is an old one and supported by
many  musicians.   However  congrega-
tions tend to  change the  music to  suit
the  correct  stress  and  I  feel  it  is  far
better for the choir to lead with a uni-
form  arrangement  than  that  numerous
versions of the same prayer should pre-
vail.   It   is   also   confusing   for   the

younger  generation  to  hear  wrongly
stressed Hebrew within the service.

I concur with Dr.  Loebl's comments
on the speed of the singing -dirges are
unnecessary - and regarding sheet mu-
sic. At present the R.S.G.B. Music Re-
source Group is looking into the possi-
bility  of setting up an  M.A.  or M.Phil.
at  City  University to  research  the  mu-
sic  sung  within  the  constituent  syna-
gogues and to put it on computer, cre-
ating  a  uniform  set  of Reform  melo-
dies  for  unison,  three  and  four  part
choirs.   This   is  a   large  undertaking
which  needs funding and the right ap-
plicant for the job.  Until then develop-
ing  communities  will  have  to  rely  on
the R.S.G.B. Unison Shabbat and High
Holy Day Songbooks which I produced
a few years ago. I have to say however,
that   Dr.   Loebl's  belief that  amateur
choristers  can  change  the  way  they
have  sung  Hebrew  for  years  merely
because they are looking at some mu-
sic is touching.

Dr.   Loebl's  final   section  assumes
the  best  of all  possible  worlds.  Often
the rabbi and choir are not in harmony
and communications in synagogues are
notoriously   weak.   Indeed,   as   Music
Consultant for six  years, there are  still
synagogues  where  I  have  no  contact-
person  in  music  because  there  is  no
direct   line   of  communication.   Ad-
equate  rehearsal  time  is  also  just  not

possible   sometimes.   This   coming
year's  High   Holy   Days  fall   early  in
September and it will be impossible to
find  enough  concentrated  rehearsal
time  when  all  the  choristers  are  avail-
able.

I  am  nevertheless delighted that  Dr.
Loebl   has  written  his  paper.   I   wish
more  choir  leaders  were  as  keen  to
share their views, experience and ideas
with the rest of the  Movement.  Music
crosses  the  boundaries  and  we  try  to
bring  communities  together  with  mu-
sic as a common bondl

Vivierine Bdios is Director Of Music af the North
Western  Roform Synagogue, Alyth Gardens, and
Music Consultant to the RSGB.  Her tireless work
in  the developmen[  Of Jewish music  has  made  a
profound  impact  upon  ihe  musical  traditions  Of
[he Bri[ish Roform Movemen[.
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THE LONG AND SHORT 0F JEWISH LIVES
Teresa Turk

WHEN     THE     SECOND
World  War  broke  out,  my
north   London   school   was

evacuated  to  a  small  market  town  in
Hertfordshire.   My  parents  and  I  had
been  away   from   London   when  the
school  was  sent  to  the  country  and  I
did not join the rest of the girls for over
two  weeks.  By  then,  the  end  of Sep-
tember,  the place  was ablaze  with  au-
tumn  -  the  horse  chestnuts  and  the
maples and the chelTy trees heavy with
fruit,  the  hedges  burning  with  copper
beech and hips and haws. I was all but
surfeited with beauty. There was wood-
land all around, which one could enter
at  one  point  through  a  level-crossing
gate.  I  was  under  a  spell  as  soon  as  I
opened  the  gate  and  walked  over  the
embankment.  It  was  rich  with  black-
berries  and,  in  March,  would  be  cov-
ered  with  primroses  and,  later,  blue-
bells  and  in  high  summer  a  tangle  of
wild flowers dotted with butterflies.

I  was  introduced  to  something  else
new  to  me,  the  world  of  the  semi-
county  English   middle   classes,   the
world of chintzy loose covers and oak
furniture handed down the generations,
redolent  with  bl.own  roses  and  warm
with  patination.  I  perceived  the  confi-
dent, benevolent society born of centu-
ries  of  unthreatened  stability.   In  this
benign  society  was  a  group  of  even
more benign  individuals, the  Quakers,
or  the  Society  of  Friends.  They  had
been instrumental in bringing out from
Germany a number of Jewish children,
and in some cases, managed to re-unite
them  with their parents.  The boys  and
girls,  on  arrival,  were  accommodated
in a large house,  deep in the  woods.  It
had once been part of a country estate
and if and when their parents arrived, a
home would be found where they could
all be together. The Landsbergers were
such a family.  Both husband and wife
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came  from  a  small  town  in  the  rural
Rhineland,   where  there  had  been  a
Jewish   community   since   mediaeval
times.  Both had roots there going back
two  or three centuries and looked like
German country people.  But their his-
toric  stability  had  been  shattered  and
was  gone  forever.  Mrs  Landsberger
was named Hannelore and called Lora.
Her person,  her husband Gerhard,  her
children and her household belongings,
pristine   and   unadorned,   looked   as
though  they  had  been  scrubbed.  The
eldest   child,   Klaus,   was   a   narrow-
chested boy  with  a  pale  face  covered
with  freckles  and  a mouthful  of teeth
that jostled for position.  He was small
in   stature   but   a  giant   intellectually.
Then  there  was   Hella,  who  like  her
mother wore  no  make-up  -  most  of
the other girls of her age were secretly
experimenting  with  lipstick  -  but
whose  serious  face  was,  also  like  her
mother's, illumined by the most lovely
of smiles on the rare occasions she felt
safe enough to be happy. The youngest
child,  Ferdi, was very handsome.

The  family  practised  their  Judaism
the  way  they  did  everything  else.  In
the Sfeczbbaf service, held in the Friends
Meeting House, they read their prayers
precisely   and   with  economy.   Com-
pared to  them,  the  worshippers  in  the
congregations I had known before were
voluptuaries.   Only  Ferdi  behaved  as
though his religion might be something
to  celebrate.  After his  Barmj./zvcrfe,  he
wore his  froppe/  jauntily  and  daringly
eyed the girls from his position on the
men's side of the room in the Friends'
Meeting  House,  which  had  been  of-
fered for synagogue services.  As I  got

older,  I  became aware that  Lora made
me more than necessarily welcome and
would  watch  me -  I  now  recognise,
hopefully  -  when  K]aus  and  I  were
together.  At  that  time  I  would  hardly
have  known  of what  sexual  attraction
actually  consisted.   My  idea  of  what
men  were  like  and  what  they  looked
for  in  women,  was  based  on  Errol
Flynn  and  Robert  Taylor  and  Klaus
was  a  completely  different   species
from the lovers of my fantasies.

By the time he was seventeen, Klaus
had won a place as a Scholar at a Cam-
bridge college. He had obtained maxi-
mum marks in the two Maths papers in
the  scholarship  examination -  an  al-
most  unheard  of event.   I  went  on  to
Medical   School.   Some  time   in   my
third,  pre-clinical  term,  I  met  Lora  in
the Stores, the Town Stores, the social
centre and hive of the town. There the
older  and  worldly-wise  met  for  shop-
ping, gossip, morning coffee and after-
noon  tea.  At  week-ends,  the  younger
and  less  experienced  gathered  at  the
front entrance, for practice in the some-
what  inhibited  art  of  flirtation.   Lora
was tighter lipped than usual.  She told
me  that  K]aus  had just  gone  back  to
Cambridge,  having recovered from  an
apparent  bout  of pneumonia,  his  sec-
ond  in  two  months.  There  were  still
some   investigation   results   to   come
through. Two  or three weeks later she
telephoned  and  in  a  controlled  voice
told us that the tests were  positive  for
tuberculosis  and  that  Klaus  had  been
admitted   to   hospital.   Of  course,   I
would go and see him.

His  ward was  on  a  fourth  floor and
there   was   no   lift   for  visitors.   It's
strange  what  one  remembers.  I  noted
how  dusty  the   windows  were  as   I
walked up - it was a hot summer and
they  were  open.  People  had  scrawled

Continued    overleaf
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graffiti on the grimy surfaces and some
of  the  things  were  quite  witty,  but
amongst  them  on  the  last  floor was a
A4czgen Dai;z.d -just that - no  anti-
Semitic  comment  or  anything,  but  it
seemed ominous to me and I  felt very
uncomfortable.  Klaus  looked  pale  and
small   in   his   hospital   bed.   We  were
neither  of us  sophisticated  enough  to
find  words  for  what  we  both  under-
stood was happening.  I  was pleased to
take  my  leave  when  the  nurse  asked
me to go. Klaus held both my hands in
his,  embarrassingly  long.  They  were
very  hot.   Within  ten  days  Lora  and
Gerhard got to the  fourth  floor of the
hospital just  in  time  for them  to  hold
his hands too,  for the last time.

Our  lives  diverged.   I   heard,  how-
ever,  that  Hella  had  married,  but  also
that  within  five  years  she  had  devel-
oped leukaemia and had died. She had
borne  two  daughters.   I  learned  later
that  Ferdi  had  emigrated  to  Canada
and that Lora was now alone. Gerhard,
too,  was  dead.   Lora  and  I  had  ex-
changed  New  Year's  cards  over  the
years and periodically passed messages
of good  will  to  each  other.  Then  one
day,  after a protracted  silence,  I  got a
letter  in  which  she  asked  if  I  would
care to come and visit her. She was in a
Local  Authority  Residential  Home for
the elderly.  I  noted that the Home was
in the very road which led to the level-
crossing.

It was autumn  when  I  went and the
side of the town I had known best was
almost unchanged. The September was
as  beautiful  as  in  my  memory.  I  was

It is interesting how expatriates and
immigrants  come  to  take  on  not
only the customs and habits of their

adopted  country  but  also  some  of the
external  physical  qualities.  There  are,
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back again and it was as before. Lora's
flat  was  spotlessly  familiar.   She  had
baked  me  the  biscuits  from  the  Ger-
man  recipe.  We  drank  from  her  Art
Deco  teacups  while  she  asked  me  the
customary qustions about my, by then,
grown-up  family,  my  husband's  work
and  health  and  so  on.  She  was  aware
that I  knew of Hella's death.  She said,
very  simply, how  ill  her daughter had
been.  There  was  no  question  of  her
indulging  herself  in  the  repetition  of
Hella's   suffering  or  her  own  pain,
which  so  many  people  need  to  do  to
get relief.  She  explained how  well  her
son-in-law  had  managed  on  his  own
with the two girls, but not that he had
re-married;  I  learned of that later.  She
murmured that they  lived  in  the  Mid-
lands  and  saw  her  when  they  could.
She  had  spent  a  month  in  Canada the
year  before  last.  Ferdi  and  his  Cana-
dian  wife  had  insisted  on  her joining
them  in  their  silver  wedding  celebra-
tions. She handed me the photographs,
in  which  she  sat  gravely  among  the
rollicking granddaughters - Toni and
Frani -huge Amazons with their reti-
nue  of athletic-looking admirers.  Eve-
rybody had been so kind and Ferdi had
pressed her to  stay in the New World.
No,  she  said to  me,  she  had been  up-
rooted  once  before.  That  she  allowed
herself to use so emotive a word was a
measure of how much it still hurt.  She
could  not  go  through   it  again.   Her
home  and  her memories  were  here  in
this town,  in England.

There  was,  by  now,  an  oppressive
awareness  on  my  part,  of the  subject

__

of  course,  shared  genes  acquired  by
choice or by constraint. Look at a gath-
ering  of Jews  and  you  will  see  Rus-
sians,  Poles,  Italians,  Germans  and  so
on.   It  was  like  that  with  Fanya  and

we  had  been  so  carefully  avoiding.  I
could  not  contain  my  need  to  say  the
name out loud. " Yes, I have memories
here too," I said, "memories of Klaus."
Lora said nothing. But she ate me with
her eyes.  I  excused myself on grounds
of spurious  social  demands.  I  walked
through the gate  over the now discon-
tinued  railway  line  and  looked  at  the
overgrown  embankment.   I   took  the
path  to  the  school,  past  the  mahonia
and berberis shrubberies and the greens
with the scarlet-leaved crab apple trees
and  when  I  came  back  to  the  Home,
where I had parked the car, I stood and
looked  up  at  Lora's  window.  I  hoped
she would look out but she didn't.

There  was  no  answer  to  my  letter
enclosed  in  last  year's  card  at    f}osfe
f7osfecz#czfe.  I put off enquiring for some
weeks.   I   did  not  want  to  hear  con-
firmed what I already knew. A strange
voice answered the telephone, that of a
hesitant elderly lady. Yes, she said, she
was  the   new  tenant  here  now.   Mrs
Landsberger  had  passed  away  in  the
middle  of  October.  A  son  had  come
from Canada and dealt with what was
needed  and  she  thought  the  furniture
went to a Jewish charity somewhere -
did  I  know that  Mrs  Landsberger had
been  Jewish?  No,  she  didn't  have  the
son's  address.   Perhaps  the  Warden
might  know  it,  but  she  wasn't  always
there.  I  thanked her and put  down the
telephone.  I looked out of the window
at the leafless branches and all  at once
was  overwhelmed  with  sadness.  I  am
the only one left now who remembers
how hot his hands feltl

Avram.  Fanya  was  my  mother's  clos-
est  girl   friend,   who,   on   marrying
Avram  went  to  live  in  Paris.  Avram,
who had been brought there as a baby,
grew somehow into the epitome of the
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Frenchman of the comic-strip cartoon.
He was saturnine and skinny and, with
his  toothbrush  moustache  and  navy
blue  beret  worn  at  an  angle,  looked
like the male partner in the apache duo
at  the  cabaret  which  he  patronised  at
week-ends.  Fanya  had  a  plump,  pink
face  and  stubby  nose.  It was  not  long
before  she  might have  modelled  for a
Madame    in    a    Tou]ouse-Lautrec
bordello.

They  had  an  apartment  off one  of
the   Boulevards   and  they  were  very
proud of the address. My parents, how-
ever,  had  become  sufficiently  angli-
cised to regard it as a poor, continental
substitute for a semi-detached with  its
own  back  garden.  The  apartment  was
crammed   with   reproduction   Louis
Quinze   furniture   and   smothered   in
white  lace  drapes.  My  father  did  not
trust either the plumbing or the electri-
cal  fittings  -  "They just  don't  have
reliable workmen here.  In England it's
different  -  they're   dependable."
Fanya   and  Avram   were  blissfully
happy.  They  frequently  visited  Eng-
land where they had family and friends
and  one  of the  best  holidays  of  my
childhood was spent with them,  in the
summer  of  1939, just  before  the  war.
They had three sons,  Dany,  Sacha and
Motti.   The  delicious  Motti   was  the
quintessential   "lobbess."   He   would
regularly get lost on excursions and be
found  at  other people's  picnics,  play-
ing  the  part  of the  lost,  little  French
boy.

The  war  came  and  they  suffered.
Fanya and the boys starved in a remote
country district in Vichy France, where
they  had  fled  when  Paris  was  occu-
pied.   Avram  had  to  be  hidden  and
would sometimes spend days on end in
cupboards  or  wardrobes,  or  in  wood-
lands  in  freezing  weather.  He  devel-
oped a neurological condition soon af-
ter the liberation, which they put down
to his bitter experiences.

After  the  war  they  returned  to  the
apartment  and  we  went  to  see  them.
Superficially  things  looked  almost  as
they did before. But it wasn't the same,
although Dany taught me how to dance
the   pczsse  Job/e   and  we  sang  along
with  recordings  of hoarse-voiced  fe-
male  French   singers.   Sacha  had  as-
sumed  a  very  smug  expression  in  the
presence  of girls,  while  Motti  would
regularly have  to be  brought back  for
meals from the neighbouring Palais de
Billiards, where he spent his spare time
and  a  good  part  of his  schooltime  as
well. As for Fanya -she told me they
now  felt  strangers  in  the  land.  People
they  had  looked  upon  as  friends  had
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proved untrustworthy during those bad
years.  More than  once,  they  had been
forced into hiding after the authorities
had  been  informed  of  their  wherea-
bouts. They no longer felt close to any-
one  and had decided to  sell  the apart-
ment  and  emigrate  to  Israel.  The  old
order,  with  all   its  faults,  had  given
them  a warm place under the blanket,
but it was gone. The new order was not
one  with  which  they  could  come  to
terms.

There  was  only  one  amusing  epi-
sode  that  holiday.  I  had  a  mild  sore
throat  and  Fanya  decided  to  take  my
temperature.   She  came  into  the  bed-
room  with,  to  my  eyes,  an  enormous
instrument  and  I  was  starting  to  say,
"Where  on  earth  are  you  going to  put

that?",  when  I  realised just  where  she
was going to put it. It was the first time
I  had  seen  a  rectal  thermometer  and
that French version was a maxi-model.
Fanya  managed  to  laugh  for  the  first
time in a fortnight and treated me to a
short  lecture  on  the  English  and their
sexual  predilections,  or  at  least  what
the   French  affected  to  believe  they
were.  I  couldn't follow the drift of her
argument,  but  concluded  it  related  to
what   I  had  read  about  Oscar  Wilde.
Why  it  was  so  important  or  so  funny
escaped me.

The next time we met was in Israel.
They had a  flat  in  a Te]  Aviv  suburb,
which  was  desperately  trying  to  live
up  to  the  natural,  garden-like  atmos-
phere implied in its name. They felt re-
born in a re-born country and had made
tremendous efforts to become fluent in
Hebrew. They had changed their name
from   Shmuelevic  to  Shamir.   If  they
could,  they  would  have  merged  with
the  landscape.  Dany,  now  very  heavy
and  no  longer  dancing,  was  officially
engaged to a Romanian girl, Lim, who
giggled  a  lot.   She  would  always  be
invited for Friday night and she would
always  be  late.  The  street  would  ring
with   Fanya's   cries   of,   "Dany,   va
chercher Lilli." She was ashamed of it,
but in times of need or speed she would
have to use French. Dany and Lilli got
married,  but  it  didn't  work  out.  Lilli
went on giggling and after Dany com-
pleted  his  initial   experiments  in  the
marital  field,  he became bored with  it
all.  He became bored  with  Israel,  too,
and said there was no room for devel-
oping  his  skills  in  designing  innova-
tive  ladies'   clothing.  He  went  off  to
Australia.  Motti  said that,  in  his  opin-
ion,  Dany was looking for somewhere
where there  would be  fewer  competi-
tive Jews.

Sacha also had a regular girl  fiend,

Mina,  whose  parents  had  brought  her
with  them  from  Morocco.  The  North
Africans felt themselves the objects of
social condescension by those who had
preceded them into the country.  Fanya
wore  a  twisted  smile  when  they  de-
scribed themselves, as part of a defen-
sive   ploy,   as   "nous,   les   Frangais."
Sacha  stroked  Mina's  golden  hirsute
limbs  while  they  lay  on  the  beach  at
Herzlia.   Fanya  resigned  herself to  a
daughter-in-law whom  she saw as  un-
European  and nothing  like  the  Jewish
girls with whom she had grown up and
with  whom  she  would  have  had  no
difficulty  in  identifying.

Motti  had  become  a  beautiful  per-
son.  He  criticised  his  parents,  but  in-
dulgently  and  lovingly,  as  personify-
ing  what  he  called  the  "petite  bour-
geoisie",  but  he,  alone  of the  family,
had entered the new world and become
an  Israeli.

Fanya,  as Avram's illness grew too
incapacitating  for  him  to  work,  had
opened  a   small   shop.   She   said   she
could run it on her own and that Avram
would be able to sit there and keep her
company.  She  made  and  sold  ladies'
blouses and casual and beach wear and
as a side-line, bought in buckles, belts,
costume  jewellery  and  novelties.  She
told us how proud  she was to be con-
tributing  to  the  economy   of   Erefz
yisrczc/ and how she insisted on selling
only   Israeli  goods.   In  her  shop  only
Hebrew would be spoken. On that first
visit,  she  took  us to  a  small  shopping
arcade  and  pointed  to  a  tiny  display
window. The sign over the shop held a
history  in  three  words  -  "Coin  de
Paris."  Fanya's comer of Paris,  which
she  had  carried  with  her,  which  she
could not relinquish and which she had
planted  in  Ramat  Gan.  I  didn't  know
whether to laugh or to cryl

DR.  THERESA  TURK  4crs  bee#  J.H  ge#era/
praclicef or over twenty-f iive years. Married, with
two  sons  and  one  granddaugl.ter,  she  lives  on
Manna  Wood  Farm  in  Su.ffolk.  She  is  a  regular
co#/rj.bz//or /o MANNA.
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EASTERN EUROPE
A JEWISH FUTURE

CREEPS UP

THE    FACE    OF    SURVIVAL:
JEWISH      LIFE     IN     EASTERN
EUROPE   PAST   AND   PRESENT
by  Michael  Riff.  Vallentjne  Mitchell,
London,1992,  224pp,  £19.95hb.

THIS IS NOT AN EASY BOOK
to characterise in a short review
-  it  is  a  blend  of history,  per-

sonal reminiscence, current events and
self-serving  apologia.   A]though  the
seams   sometimes   show,   the   work
stitches together a  fitting memorial  to
East European Jewry, past and present.

The book  chronicles the Jewish  ex-
perience  in  Czechoslovakia,  Hungary,
Poland  and  Romania  up to the  eve  of
the  Holocaust,  and goes on to  explore
the  present  status  and  future  of  the
surviving  communities.  This  material
sandwiches the testimony of four eye-
witnesses  who  survived the  dread  pe-
riod from  1939 to  1945.  In conclusion,
the work offers a short, self-confident
essay by Rabbi Moses Rosen, the con-
troversial   Chief  Rabbi  of  Romania,
whose  political   strategy  for  the  sur-
vival of Romanian Jewry entailed close
cooperation  with  the  Communist  re-
gime,  including  the  late,  un]amented
Nicolai   Ceaucescu.   Interspersed  are
well-reproduced black  and  white pho-
tographs   keyed  to  the   text   and   a
number of useful maps.

Works  of this  type,  intended  for  a
general  audience,  inn  the  risk  of pur-
veying  myths,  whether it  is  the  sepia-
toned memory of the  `o]d country',  or
an  indictment  of Jews  too  foolish  to
see that they are camped on the slopes
of an active volcano. This work avoids
both  pitfalls.

Of  first  importance  is  the  book's
honesty  and  accuracy.  We  are  spared
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the  potted - or obsolete - versions  of
East  European  Jewish  history  which
preface  most  coffee-table  books.  The
introduction by  Dr Michael  Riff is ju-
dicious and balanced, reflecting the lat-
est   scholarship  in  what  has  been   a
much  understudied  subject.  Riff pro-
vides  a  sympathetic  understanding  of
the  dilemmas  and  choices  -  or  lack
thereof -  which  faced  Jews  in  inter-
war  Eastern  Europe.   He  emphasizes
the  climate  of economic  and  political
crisis which threatened all the peoples
of the region, but which ultimately had
the  most  catastrophic  outcome for the
Jews.

The general  observations of the his-
torian  need to take on  flesh and blood
to be  fully  appreciated.  This  objective
is  neatly  accomplished  by  the  inclu-
sion of four personal testimonies, cov-
ering the four societies explored by the
book.

Rabbi Hugo Gryn relates his experi-
ences  as  a  young  man  growing  up  in
Czechoslovakia.   In   a  gentle  way  he
describes how the rhythms of his small
Orthodox  community  were  shattered
by  its  sudden  annexation  by  Hungary
after Munich in  1938 and the  `resettle-
ment'  of those judged  to  be  `aliens'.
Gryn  describes  a  poignant  moment
when  -  attending  the  weekly  cinema
programme  provided  by  his  boarding
school  -  he  sees  newsreel  footage  of
military   operations   on   the   Eastern
Front and recognises in the background
the  faces  of expel]ees  from  his  home
town.  His  account  concludes  with  the
arrival of the Germans and deportation

to the death camps.
Stephen Roth's experiences were on

the  other  side  of the  border,  in  Hun-
gary, whose status as a semi-independ-
ent client of the Third Reich permitted
a  degree  of detachment  and  the  sur-
vival  of  most  of the   `native'   Jewish
population  until   late  in  the  war.   As
befits  one  who  was  more  politically
aware  and  who  served  in  the  Zionist
underground,   Roth's  essay   is  much
more analytical,  surveying the options
which  were  open  to  Jews  at  the  time
and  evaluating  the  prospects  of  the
small  Jewish  community  to  be  found
in  Hungary at present.

Ben Helfgott's memoir is a reminder
that   Polish  Jewry  was  the  first  and
greatest communal victim of the Holo-
caust.  He movingly captures the mood
of chaos and ambivalence of the time,
with  the  hostility  of  some  Poles  bal-
anced by the saving help of a  number
of `Righteous Gentiles'.

The  memories  of Hermy Jankel  of-
fer  a  striking  contrast  -  at  times  she
seems to be recalling a completely dif-
ferent  time  and  place  altogether.  Her
well-to-do  and  accultured  family  was
relatively  isolated  from  petty  pre-war
Romanian  anti-Semitism.  The  house-
hold  was  sufficiently  Germanised -  a
reminder of the ethnic diversity of Ro-
mania -to serve  as the billet for Ger-
man  military  observers,  whose  pres-
ence  saved  the  family  from  pogroms.
The  family  was  able  to  emigrate  to
Palestine with all of their possessions -
including  a  Steinway  baby  grand  pi-
ano!

Significantly perhaps, Hermy Jankel
is the only  one of the memoirists who
has not returned to visit her old home.
`Things just  haven't  worked  out',  she
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Morning  service  (Sfeczchr!./)
at the Bratislava Synagogue
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The Rema Synagogue in Krakow, showing The Ark.
Note the tallit, or prayer shawl, draped over a front pew.

notes  in  passing, but one  suspects that
she  does  not  wish to  encumber pleas-
ant  memories  with  the  harsh  realities
of  what  happened  after.  Those  who
suffered  most  have  returned,  to  exor-
cise ghosts, to say hadd;.sfe, or to make
sense of what happened to them there.

This   search   logically   leads  to  the
question of the fate of the Jewish com-
munities that  still  survive.  Small,  age-
ing and artificial, they are often cut off
from  both  past and present.  Whatever
his  own  shortcomings,   Rabbi   Rosen
raises  the  vital  question  of what  is  to
be  done  with  the  Jews  who  decide  to
remain  in  Eastern Europe?  While this
is  a  problem  especially  in  the  old  So-
viet Empire, where Jews number in the
millions  rather than  the  hundreds  and
thousands,  it  is  also  of pressing  con-
cern in Eastern Europe.

With   appropriate   symbolism,  the
book  concludes with a statement from
a  group  of  travellers  to  Eastern  Eu-
rope, the `Jewish Identity Group'. They
remind us that even amidst the ruins of
once  great  communities  the  old  ques-
tion endures: what does it mean to be a
Jew in the modem world?.

John D Khiier is Corob Reader in Modern Jewisl.
History at University College. London
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THE SACKS CHALLENGE

Y?;cw:sM?saExluE:?:?T1;:#:;
(MANNA 41) is fairly summarised by
its headline,  `How Sacks shuts us out'.
What this, and the whole tone and con-
tent ®f the review, fail to reflect is that
this important and immensely learned,
but also  very readable book  is an  ear-
nest attempt to  `include us in.  and thus
to preserve the unity of the Jewish peo-
ple or, at the very least, the unity of the
Jewish  religion.   If,   ultimately,   Rabbi
Sacks  feels  unable  to  regard  Progres-
sive Judaism as authentic, it is because
to do so would, in his view, involve the
abandonment  of the  continuous  tradi-
tion of Jewish fecz/czkfeczfe, without which
there can indeed be a religion but not a
Jewish  religion.

Before   reaching   this   conclusion
Rabbi   Sacks  argues  strongly  for  the
most inclusive and most pluralistic  in-
terpretation  that  is  possible  within  the
confines of fecz/cz4feczfe and he does so on

grounds  that  themselves  have  a  firm
basis  in  fecz/czkfeczfe.  Nor  does  he  under-
rate  either  the  depth  of conviction  or
the sincerity of the progressive point of
view.  The conclusion  is reached much
more in  sorrow than  in anger.  It  is not
enough  for  us  simply  to  dismiss  it  as
`inhumane'  or to take refuge in merely

invoking  `pluralism'  as our motto.
Rabbi Sacks' book, I venture to sug-

gest,  is  an  open  invitation  to  the  pro-
gressive movement to enter into a dia-
logue  and to  show  equally  compelling
reasons  why  its  form(s)  of  Judaism,
and not merely its individual  members
form part of O#e Peep/e.  Where even
Rabbi   Romain's    Fa;.ffo   ;.#   Pracj;.ce,
which was published last year, stressed
the  gulf  between  orthodox   and  pro-
gressive Judaism, we must now show,
with arguments as compelling as Rabbi
Sacks',  that  progressive  revelation  is
no  less  soundly  based  in  Jewish  tradi-
tion tha.n the halakhah or the Shulchan
Ar#kfe;  that  we  have  clear  standards,
and  not just the more or less  arbitrary
decrees of today's rabbis,  on  which to
base our decisions on what to retain or
to restore and what to change. And we
must show that we know how to distin-
guish  between  what  is  real  progress
and what are merely passing  fashions,
and  that  we  have  a  mechanism   for
reaching such decisions which  is  itself
within  Jewish tradition.

I  find  it  hard  to  think  of a  greater
challenge or of one more important for
the future of religious Judaism I

Alfred Moritz
Penylan,  Cardif f

PRONOUN

W::ht:e:;i::redc:ee:c::uE:::Ir;ra!:s
the  un-named  poet,  wouldn't  the  ban-
ner have had just as much  impact if it
had said `But only we who see take off
our shoes'? Surely the challenge of the
miraculous  potential  for peace  applies
equally  to  men  and  women.  I  am  sur-

prised by the failure to paraphrase the
poet   in   an   attempt  to   invite   all   the
readers  of MANNA  to  want  to  share
the possibilities of peace.

My  first reaction to the title,  denial.
My  last,   denial.   Surely  in  an   age  of
equality   in   Progressive   Judaism   the
battle  of the pronoun has been  won?  I
hope  the  editorial   Board  shares  this

perceptionl
Rabbi Aviva  Kipen,
London N 10
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William Wolff

THE  UNIQUE  SPECTACLE
of   British   rabbis    wagging
their  fingers   at  PLO  leader

Yassir Arafat and those ready to meet
him would be comic if it were not piti-
ful.

Rabbis have  a role  in keeping alive
the hope of peace and the aim of peace.
But the unhappy paradox is that rabbis
are  experts  at praying for peace three
times a day - and know nothing about
setting the terms of peace.

But the price of peace is inseparable
from the blessing of peace. That is also
the  fundamental  flaw  in  all   "peace
movements", that they are never will-
ing to reveal the terms on which they
are willing to see peace made.

As  1993  showed  in  Ireland,  in  the
Middle East, in South Africa, and nega-
tively  in  Bosnia,  it  is  the  terms  that
matter.

And neither a training in biblical and
talmudic studies, nor a ripe experience
in teaching, and in pastoral work among
the  sick, the bereaved,  and those with
status and marital problems, qualifies a
rabbi  to judge  or pronounce  on  those
political issues.

Especially  are  they  unqualified  if
they live in the safety of suburban Brit-
aln.

And when not one of their sons has
been   killed  by  an   Arab  bomb   or
bullet.

THE CRY FOR FORGIVENESS
that came from two bishops, one
Anglican,  one  Roman  Catholic,

after  two  eleven-year-old  boys  were
found guilty of murdering a two-year-
old is not one that we Jews can afford to
strangle.

For  our  doctrine  of  forgiveness  is
one  of the  most practical teachings  Of
Judaism.

But Judaism throws its first challenge
at the perpetrator, not at the victim.

It is only when confession has been
made  and repentance proved,  that  we
ask something of the victim.

But  what happens  when that is  not
forthcoming, when an 18 year old con-
victed ofkilling two little girls and caus-
ing another to lose her legs, leaves court
with a thumbs up sign?

Do we leave the pain and the hatred
to corrode the souls of the victims -and
those always include the relatives of the
dead and maimed, and possibly also the
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relatives of the perpetrators -for years
without end and number?

Surely there must come  a lpoment,
even years  and decades on,  for recon-
ciliation and redemption.

Judaism  and Christianity have  a lot
to say on this topic. And a lot to teach
each  other.

A:::?frG::Tv::E:1ir:g:1::Prro:::gr:I
during the autumn festivals is pride at
the number of Jews who helped to bring
down apartheid.

The present holder of the top ambas-
sador's  post  in  Washington  is  Harry
Schwarz. He came to South Africa as a
refugee  from  Hitler's  Germany,  built
up  one  of the leading law practices in
Johannesburg -and all the while fought
to defeat the outrage of Apartheid.

He  is  in Washington today because
Nelson Mande]a wanted him there.

My guide round the black sprawl of
Soweto,  where  most  people  warned  I
could not go with any certainty of com-
ing back, was Franz Auerbach.

He  also  came  to  South  Africa  as  a
German Jewish refugee.  He  went into
teaching, and defied the nationalist rul-
ers by teaching black children and train-
ing their teachers.

He knows his way around this mis-
named "township" with its two million
or  more  inhabitants  because  he  still
works there.

At this very moment he is seeking to
find the  cash to  rehouse  the thousand
who live in the corrugated iron hovels
and the muddy squalor of the squatters
Camps.

T HE    STRANGEST    MOAN
flred in my direction for a long
time was set off by the name of

Chief Rabbi Sacks printed beneath that
of Dr.  Carey,  Archbishop  of Canter-
bury,  and  Cardinal  Hume,  the  Arch-
bishop of Westminster.

They   all   signed   a   letter  which
pleaded for a limit to shopping hours on
Sunday  so  that  the  day  could  still  be
just a little special."None of his business," growled the

protesters. "Not a Jewish issue."
They forgot that we are as insepara-

ble  a  part  of British  society  as  those
whose   ancestors   came   here   with
William  the  Conqueror.  And  that  its
heritage,  spiritual  and  material,  is  as
much in our keeping.

Doubly so in the case of sunday. The
Day of Total Rest is the supreme Jew-
ish  gift  to  civilisation,  the  more  pre-
cious for being more than 3,000 years
old.

To  see it sneaked out of British  life
demands from us , as Jews and Britons,
both fight and protest.

And a more muscular one  than of-
fered in that august and flabby letter.

COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS
only  to  those  who  suffer  by
them.

So  the  shining  quality  of the  High
Holiday  prayer  book  compiled  by
Rabbi Lionel Blue and Rabbi Jonathan
Magonet, its solid marriage of heritage
and modernfty,  dazzled me with fresh
force when I had to use another modem
mac%zor in South Africa this autumn.

It had managed to  cut  most  of our
age old prayers off their roots, jumbled
their  order,  and  garnished  them  with
large helpings of mush, syrup and po-
etry that refused to plumb any depths.

I stood on the Bz.mcrfe robed in white,
stopped and.stared in disbelief, tapped
every reserve of dedication I could find
within me.

And in the silence of meditation, of-
fered prayers of gratitude for the work
of Lionel and Jonathan.

F INALLY     A     PERSONAL
question,   'even   an   intrusive
One.

Do you have rat traps sprung in your
bedroom?

If not,  why  are  you  neglecting this
sensible precaution? Are you not taking
an irresponsible chance?

After all, it is perfectly possible for a
rat to  appear in  your bedroom  at  any
time.

If that is over the top, then why is the
bulk  of  Anglo-Jewry  obsessed  with
having  men  and  women  with  mobile
phones and walkie talkies around their
halls and synagogues at every fair, ba-
zaar, question time or major function or
service?

The  likelihood  of the  least  spot  of
bother from the IRA, the PLO, BNP or
any other set of initials other than the
BOD  (Board  of  Deputies)  is  far  less
than finding a rat in your bed.         .

The pity  is that all  this  superfluous
"Security" is stirring up a sense of inse-

curity  at  the  very  time  when  Jews  in
this  country  have  never  been  more
widely accepted or more soundly safe.

Instead  of being  constantly  harried
and hassled,  should we not be encour-
aged  to  enjoy  and  even  glory  in  the
most  precious  freedom  that  has  been
granted us by the open and liberal soci-
ety in which we live?

The freedom from fear .

Ra:hb.i W.\Tl.lam WoNI is minisler Of the Brighton
and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He previously
served  Rofiorm  congregations  in  Milton  Keynes
and  Newcastle upon Tyne and as an assistant to
Rabbi   Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West  London  Syna-
gogue. Trained at Leo Baeck College, he worked
on  national   newspapers   be.fiore  he   became  a
rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

Tr!e _Marlqr Ho_use Society is an ambitious cultural venture3 Its aim is to bring a wide range
of  J.gwish  fultural  and  _iptellpct_ua!  events  of  a  high  leirel  within  easy  reach  of  a  far-ge
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars ahd
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to Mama. Membership can be on
either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1994 are:

Single  membership

Family  membership

£20.50

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single                   fl 6.75

Senior citizen-family                                  £23.75

Existing  subscribers  to  Manna  may  deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription  from  the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from  Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

Friday 17th January 1994 -Monday 28th February 1994
AN  EXHIBITION  OF WOODCUTS  BY JACOB STEINHAF3DT

Wednesday 19th January 1994 -8.00 p.in.
A  LITEF3ARY  EVENING

with  RUTH  FAINLIGHT AND  ALAN  SILLITOE

Sunday 30th January 1994 -3.00 p.in.
TU  B'SHEVAT CONCERT FOFI SAFIATOV

WITH  THE ORANIM  SINGEFIS AND  DANCERS
a joint event with the New North London Synagogue

and the Israel  Folk Dance Institute

Sunday 6th February 1994 -8.00 p.in.
AN  EVENING  OF JAZZ WITH JONATHAN  GEE

AND  HIS GROUP

Sunday 20th  February 1994 -8.00 p.in.
THE  FUTURE -PEACE  IN THE  MIDDLE  EAST?

A  D.Iscussion between  Dr. Yezid Say.Igh and Abbie Ben-Ari
Chaired by Rabbi  Dr. Jonathan Magonet

Sunday 27th  February 1994 -2.30 p.in.
EIGHTH ANNUAL CHESS SIMUL WITH  JONATHAN  SPEELMAN

Sunday 6th March  1994 -8.00 p.in.
LUCY SKEAPING  AND THE  BUF3NING  BUSH  -

`rrHE TREES WEEP  FOF3  RAIN"

Songs and Music from the Sephardi and Ashkenazi Jewish Tradition

Sunday 10th April  1994 -8.00 p.in.
A Concert of music by the Composers of Terezin to mark Yom Hashoah

ART COURSES
Ten-week daytime courses until 22nd March  1994

Tuesdays 10.00 am -12.30 pin and Tuesdays 2.00 pin -4.30 pin
LUNCHTIME  RECITALS -Thursdays  1.15 -2.00  pin

Spring Series: 6th and 20th January, 3rd and  17th  February and 3rd and  17th March  1994

Printed by  FPIEEDMAN  BBOS.  (PBINTEBS)  LTD.,  St. Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB   081-458 3220
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